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For Frank and Margaret

Caution
Climbing is a dangerous activity and mountains have many unpredictable hazards. 
The route information described in this book should be treated as subjective and only 
represents accounts of what past climbers have encountered on their ascents. While 
every reasonable effort has been made to present accurate information, it should be 
taken as a certainty that there are some errors in the text. Every climb is a new experience 
for each party that attempts it and all climbers should be prepared accordingly. 
In no way should the contents of this book be taken as instruction or advice in any 
climbing or rope techniques. This book does not advocate climbing and is published 
principally as a record of historical climbing activity. 
The author, contributors and anyone else connected with this guidebook’s compilation, 
publication and distribution take no responsibility whatsoever for anyone reading and 
following its contents. You climb at your own risk.

Cover Photo: Hunter Lee on ‘Catwalk’ Elkhorn Mountain  

Back Cover: clockwise from top left: Ross Nichol on the first ascent of ‘Direttissima’, Mt Colonel Foster by Joe Bajan; 
Paul Agnew at camp en route to Crown Mountain; wildflowers at Rainbow Pass near Morrison Spire; Curtis Lyon 
high up on ‘Into the Mystic’, Mt Colonel Foster

Emergency Numbers
Marine and Air Search and Rescue: 1-800-567-5111

Emergency services: fire, police, ambulance: 911
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Emergency Numbers
Marine and Air Search and Rescue: 1-800-567-5111

Emergency services: fire, police, ambulance: 911

“The magnificent mountains of Vancouver Island are now explained in such 
great detail within this guide that it is bound to encourage visits to known 
routes and exploration where no one has gone before.

Island Alpine is well organized and provides easy reference striking a good 
balance between too little information and too much detail that might 
detract from personal discovery”.

-Doug Scott 
Himalayan Mountaineer

“...[Island Alpine] is an exhaustive description of the Island’s summits and 
their routes, with 275 mountains and peaks featured. As well, there is in 
the foreword, introduction and history a taste of what Island climbing, with 
its bushwhacks and Scottish conditions, is all about.
The author is an accomplished mountaineer who has quietly helped set 
the standard for difficult routes on most of the Island’s classics. He took 
fifteen years to compile this mountaineering bible for Vancouver Island.”

Peter Rothermel 
Island Mountaineer

On Island Alpine

Elkhorn Mountain South, seen from Mt Flannigan, March.
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Preface

Preface

Philip Stone on the first winter ascent of Crown Mountain.                  photo: Hunter Lee

Philip Stone

In the first edition of Island Alpine, published in 2003, Rob Wood wrote eloquently in the foreword about the ‘quiet competence’ 
of Island alpinists and the prevailing sense of a pioneering spirit that has guided mountain exploration on Vancouver Island. 
The publication of this latest guidebook of alpine climbs on the Island Alps clearly illustrates that this spirit is alive and well 

and continues to drive an active and adventurous community of mountaineers in their exploits.
Producing the first Island Alpine was by far and away the most ambitious project I had undertaken, in a then young career in 
publishing, and for a time, as the book neared completion, almost everything in my wider life revolved around it. But like most 
investments the energy it took to complete Island Alpine was eventually returned in spades. It has been successful as a business 
venture that’s true, but it has also opened doors and helped me develop new friendships in a way I never could have anticipated. 
Most of all it has been a joy to see the Vancouver Island climbing community grow and mature.
Although a bit of a late-bloomer, Vancouver Island has now become a distinct alpine climbing destination. Mountaineering 
has generally grown as an activity there’s no doubt, but two catalysts seem to have really accelerated interest in the Island 
Alps: our own guidebook; and the rise of social media to connect a geographically spread-out group into a cohesive community.
Back in 2003 there was no preceding guidebook for Island Alpine to be compared with. So it filled a large void, and in doing so 
escaped much of the criticism it was probably due. But ten years later, in early 2013, as I began to look at the dwindling pile 
of book boxes in my storeroom and tried to figure out what approach to take in reworking, refreshing, updating or outright 
replacing Island Alpine I knew I wouldn’t have that same luxury. Publishing standards and local expectations have grown a long 
way since I first photo-copied and sold a stapled booklet of hand-drawn topos in 1992!
Luckily a combination of greatly-improved technology like digital photography and satellite imagery helped add an extra level of 
polish to what is really a glorified desktop publishing project. Significantly, social media allowed for communication in gathering 
new route information and feedback in a way that hasn’t been possible before. 
Now with the ground broken, an Island guidebook has become self-sustaining by opening the door to what previously was largely a 
big mystery. There have been many repeats of older climbs which has brought a whole new level of detail to what are now our classic 
routes. Island Alpine also showed a new generation where the gaps were and helped inspire a new wave of route development.
In the era of online forums like SummitPost, FaceBook™ etc... a guidebook is only one medium of many to share and discover 
information about climbing, but one I know climbers cherish and value highly. I take that to heart and hope to continue to rise 
to the challenge of producing a first class record and guide to our unique climbing playground. 

Preparing Island Alpine Select has been a great privilege and even a responsibility, but by no means was this a solo effort. Behind 
the scenes is a long list of people who contributed in big and small ways.
Many climbers have entrusted their records for me to present here. The few paragraphs each climb is assigned only goes a 
small way toward describing the countless big adventures summarized in these pages. It is to the spirit of adventure in all of 
us that I would start with acknowledging. The drive, ambition, curiosity, endurance of all those who not only first embarked 
on the climbs described here, but also everyone who pursues the experiences and magical lifestyle centred around our Island 
Alpine. Without all of this a guidebook is nothing. Our culture is everything and something I will always cherish being a part of.
I’m grateful to everyone I have been fortunate to share mountain adventures with. It would be a long list but a few shoutouts 
go to Corrie Wright, Chris Lawrence & Lyle Fast for the early years! A special swoon for my wife Renée for being just way too 
cool in the bush and up high! 
Beyond that there are, of course, people who contributed and assisted in many ways in bringing this book to life. I’d like to offer 
a very special thank you to: Joe Bajan, Chris Barner, Sandy Briggs, Francis Bruhwiler, Lindsay Elms, Peter Rothermel, John 
Waters, Darren Wilman for their encouragement, knowledge and many, many in-depth contributions.
Thanks also go: to Duncan Campbell, Matt Coady, Mike Childs, Mike Davis, Max Fisher, Aaron Hamilton, Andreas Hinkkala, Henrik 
Hinkkala, Ryan Van Horne, Rick Hudson, Steve Janes, Hunter Lee, Walter Moar, Rory O’Connell, Josh Overdijk, John Put, Ahren 
Rankin, Greg Shea, Mike Shives, Martin Smith and Michael Walsh for their photography, route details and general feedback. 
For anyone I have missed my apologies but your help is clear for all to see throughout these pages.
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Foreword

Foreword

I was 14 when I first got close to the big mountains on Vancouver Island. My brother and I hiked up the Elk River Trail and 
set camp on the sunny shores of Landslide Lake. Looming in front of us was the impossibly steep East Face of Mt. Colonel 
Foster and behind us the jagged summit of Elkhorn. We assumed nobody could climb that imposing face. But it didn’t 

look too difficult to hike around and up the snow to the south col, and then continue up the rock to the south summit. Over 
the next two days, and with no climbing experience we made valiant attempts to climb both mountains. Both times, we were 
stopped by steep rock and poor route-finding leaving us short of the summits. To climb these peaks we were going to have 
to figure out this climbing game! And as part of that journey we turned to Phil’s guidebooks to help explore Strathcona Park 
and the surrounding mountains.
My first trip with Phil was up Cervus Creek to check out some massive ice routes. None of our objectives were met, but I learned 
a few things about Phil as we trudged through deep wet snow in that December rainstorm. This was not a new reconnaissance 
mission for him as his entire topo map was peppered with routes of his adventures. Nobody has covered as much ground as 
Phil has in the Island Alpine. Secondly, he checked the weather report better than I did, because he left behind the ice tools 
and climbing gear and instead brought a pack full of dry warm clothes. As I stood there in my “fast and light” wet jacket, he 
pulled out endless puffy jackets, dry gloves and fleece sweaters. I was envious; this guy really knows what he’s doing. The best 
alpine climber researches the objectives and conditions and acts accordingly to achieve the optimal outcome.
Island climbers are generally quite reserved and quiet about their accomplishments. Perhaps we see our peaks as smaller or 
less ambitious than our neighbouring mountains off Island? But in reality our mountains are very challenging, with difficult 
weather and often finicky protection lends itself to bold climbing into the unknown. Some of our tallest faces are highly 
committing, retreat is often complicated or impossible. Even from the summit, the jagged nature of the peaks makes for 
technical route-finding and time-consuming descents. A seasoned climber from the Island can bring their skills confidently 
to any other mountain range. These efforts have culminated into a substantial number of quality routes scattered all across 
the Vancouver Island Ranges.
In 2003, the much anticipated Island Alpine guidebook hit the bookshelves. I did not realize the vastness of our Island, the 
rich climbing history, and the tantalizing potential for new routes up the endless number of ridges, buttresses and couloirs. 
So many mountains and routes to climb, it was almost overwhelming. Climbers got busy repeating many of the routes and 
also establishing many new lines. And it wasn’t just small obscure peaks that got new routes; many of the tallest, premiere 
peaks received new summer and winter routes. In recent years the number of routes on peaks like Mt Colonel Foster and 
Tom Taylor has doubled. The Colonel even saw action this past winter with a repeat ascent of Direttissima, plus a new winter 
route; the first one completed in almost 3 decades. The growing popularity of winter climbing will surely see the remaining 
highest mountains receive their overdue first winter ascents.
Island Alpine Select is a major new edition to Phil’s 2003 guide. The number of routes on Vancouver Island has increased 
dramatically in the last ten years, so a new edition is very welcomed. This new guide does not include the mountains that are 
just hikes or easy scrambles, but rather highlights the peaks with technical routes. The improved topographical maps and 
detailed, high resolution photos help greatly with understanding the Island’s rugged and complex terrain. The descriptions 
are now much more detailed; some even described pitch by pitch, with just the right amount of information to get you on 
the line to enjoy the adventure. The French Alpine Grade discerns the overall difficulty of a route which gives more accurate 
differentiation between similar routes.  And since many other guidebooks use this system we can easily compare our routes 
to mountains off Vancouver Island. 
The guide book of 2003 took years of research and effort, amazingly this time Phil has delved even deeper to uncover a 
collection of both old and new routes. Previously unpublished climbs were dug from archives and memories of the reticent 
island climbers. And he is very busy keeping up-to-date with the increased rate of new route development which seems now 
to be on a weekly basis. 
Phil has been exploring and climbing the Island Mountains for over 30 years; he knows this alpine better than any other 
climber. This guide is an amazing compilation. Throughout my climbing career, I have always relied on the depth of knowledge 
and concise writing that Phil brings to his guidebooks. 

John Waters

Matt Coady on Dyke Gone Wild, Mt Tom Taylor                 photo: Francis Bruhwiler
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Lawrence Floucault on the South Ridge of Elkhorn,                                                photo by John Waters   

Introduction

Introduction

In terms of alpine climbing on the global scene, Vancouver Island lies somewhere between an enigma and 
total obscurity. In a province blessed with high-profile destinations like the Bugaboos, the Waddington 
Range and Selkirk Mountains the Vancouver Island Alps continue to fly under the radar, in the shadow of 

the better known mainland ranges. Yet it is this very far-flung location, overlooking the mighty Pacific Ocean, 
garbed in the deep green of a magnificent temperate forest, that weaves a special magic that is found in the 
Island alpine. If you’ve picked up this book you are either: already bewitched by this island sorcery, or about 
to fall under its spell!
Exploration and alpine route development on the Island has proceeded over the past hundred years at a pretty 
laid-back pace. Despite the vast potential for high quality routes the challenges of long approaches, a dearth of 
in-depth information and a relatively small climbing community have conspired to leave countless gems that in 
more established ranges would have been climbed decades ago.
But steadily this is changing and Vancouver Island is quietly progressing to become a notable and highly regarded 
alpine climbing destination. While it’s true that many of the plums on the better known peaks have been climbed 
now, there are still countless possibilities on both the more accessible, and remote, mountains. Vancouver Island 
is a place where future classics are still being discovered.
So, what is it that makes the Island alpine so special to its devotees? It can’t be the bush we’ve all come to love or 
hate, or dread? Well okay in part it is! In a nutshell, it is simply that, alpine on an island is a very special environment. 
The Vancouver Island mountains rise over 2,000 metres only a handful of kilometres from the open ocean. The 
soaring peaks attract a breathtaking quantity of precipitation, that in cooler times accumulated into mighty glaciers 
that surged seaward carving their way both east and west. As the glaciers retreated they left an intricately sculpted 
landscape of deeply scoured valley-canyons now cloaked with expansive forests of giant trees and, above, countless 
sheer mountain faces and inter-connected ridges. Wildflowers carpet an exotic, Eden-like subalpine and a unique 
collection of animals roam wild through the forests below. The Island alpine is both familiar and unknown, inviting 
and yet foreboding. It is a place where the pioneers’ spirit is alive and well.

Fred Put on the North West Ridge of Matchlee Mountain.                photo: John Put

Introduction
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Island Mountaineering History

The mountaineering history of the Vancouver Island Ranges is rich with First Nations culture and tradition, 
magnificent Island scenery, tales of bold first ascents, epic bushwhacks, and lively characters.
For thousands of years First Nation’s People criss crossed Vancouver Island on several well worn trading routes 

such as the Tahsis to Woss Lake Oolichan Grease trail. It is possible that some of the mountain peaks may have 
been ascended by indigenous people, especially those that are situated on good travelling routes. The abundant 
food and resources and the far more efficient transportation that the ocean provided made the ocean more of a 
focus in First Nations’ culture. There are however some notable connections with the alpine and First Nations. There 
is Forbidden Plateau and the legends that surround it and Conuma Peak was an iconic figure and burial place for 
the Nootka people. 
European, Russian and Asian settlers began arriving on the west coast of British Columbia in the late 1700’s eager 
to exploit the region’s natural resources. After a hundred years of fur trading, coal mining and settling farmland, the 
lure of gold and copper began to spark interest in the rugged interior of Vancouver Island. A number of expeditions 
were dispatched from the booming trading port of Victoria to search for ore deposits throughout the 1800s.
These early forays yielded progressively more and more information about the Island and indeed significant mineral 
deposits were discovered at a number of locations along the west coast. This brought settlers and their industry to 
the valleys, mountains and inlets of the Island.
While the map of Vancouver Island began to take shape in the late 1800s there was still very little known about 
the Island’s interior. Finally in 1894 Reverend William W. Bolton led the first of two expeditions from Shushartie 
at the northern tip of Vancouver Island and criss-crossed an adventurous route all the way south to Victoria. En 
route Bolton’s party climbed Snowsaddle Mountain one of the earliest recorded mountain ascents on the Island.  
Another of the more significant early ascents on the Island was that of Mt. Arrowsmith. Its prominent location and 
impressive character would have made it an obvious prize for early European mountaineers arriving on the BC 
coast in the early 1900s. Although it seems there is no concrete record of who exactly climbed Mt. Arrowsmith for 
the first time it is safe to assume that it took place before 1910.
The expedition report that William Bolton returned with, to the new Provincial capital Victoria, caused great interest 
among politicians, conservationists, botanists and mountaineers. The transcontinental railway was en route to the 

The Ellison party nearing the summit of Crown Mountain in 1910.                          The Museum at Campbell River #10147

Island Mountaineering History
Everything in the Island Alps, from the unusual topography, to the exceptional sunsets is influenced by the 
surrounding ocean. It is a very distinct experience to stand on a mountain summit and see the ocean in two 
(or more) directions; to stem up a long, exposed rock pitch with the surf rolling in on the west coast behind; or 
to taste the salty air on a fog-bound glacier-crossing. The maritime environment shapes the vegetation, fuels a 
massive snowpack (with very special skiing and climbing characteristics) and is an intricate part of the Island alpine 
experience. There’s wide diversity in the geology too, creating beautiful, exquisitely-sculpted peaks. All this along 
with some quirky and determined climbers come together to make a very special climbing area. 
Describing these unique mountains, their climbing routes and associated culture is the aim of this book. 
Labelling this volume ‘Select’ was a difficult decision because unlike other select guides for western Canada this 
book doesn’t collect the climbing routes based on quality per se. Instead Island Alpine Select separates the more 
challenging mountains from the ‘hiking’ peaks and describes the history and all their climbing routes, good and bad. 
Of the 275 peaks featured in the original edition of Island Alpine only 70 find their way into these pages. That only 
a quarter of the number of mountains has managed to fill almost the same number of pages is clear testament to 
the increase in available information and the high volume of new routes.   
To that end this is more than a collection of ‘select’ routes, it is a definitive guidebook to the alpine climbing 
on Vancouver Island.
To maintain consistency with Island Alpine 1, ‘Select’ divides the Island into the same regions although the South 
Island region didn’t make the cut so the descriptions start with the Central Island - east and west and then move 
north to Strathcona Park divided into east, north, central-west and south regions. The North Island is covered in 
the Sutton, Genesis, Tlupana and Haihte Ranges with a final Nimpkish chapter.
Climber’s familiar with the first edition will hopefully find good compatibility between the two books and be 
able to move between the two with ease, benefitting from the greatly improved maps, photographs and route 
descriptions in this newer edition.
Less space has been dedicated to trails and backcountry hiking treks, anticipating future guidebooks to describe 
them in as much detail as the technical climbing is in this book. Look for ‘Hiking Strathcona Park’ to be released 
soon and a second edition of Island Alpine to cover the entire Island at this new standard in the future.
Imagining Vancouver Island in the same conversation as say the Bugaboos might have seemed delusional a few 
decades ago. Yet successive generations of Island climbers chipped away, discovering ever growing numbers of 
quality climbs and now we have a guidebook, describing it all that can stand cover to cover with the best of them.
We have something very special here on Vancouver Island, the mountains are just one part of it but they are truly 
remarkable. I hope that Island Alpine Select serves you as well or better than its predecessor and that it helps spawn 
many great adventures in our cherished Island Alps.

Island Mountaineering History 

Randy Mercer on the Cat’s Ears winter ascent.                        photo: Francis Bruhwiler
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west coast of Canada and the powers that be in Victoria 
saw an opportunity to emulate the great success of the 
Canadian Pacific Railway’s resorts in Banff and Jasper. 
Bolton’s account of the Vancouver Island mountains 
seemed to describe an obvious location for a National 
Park an accompanying railway and no less than two 
hotels, one at Buttle Narrows and one at the confluence 
of Cervus Creek and the Elk River. 
To research the matter further the Minister of Lands, 
Price Ellison, set off from Campbell River to explore 
the area  on July 7, 1910 with a party of twenty three 
including his daughter, 20 year old Myra Ellison. 
Ellison’s party travelled up the Campbell River lake chain 
and were making their way westward when they spied 
Crown Mountain. They settled on Crown Mountain as 
their objective and made it to the summit on July 29, 
1910. The vista southward from Crown Mountain moved 
the Minister to decree the area a park and so Strathcona 
Park came to be.
In August of 1912 Edward Oliver Wheeler led an 
expedition from Campbell River to climb the ‘Strathcona 
Matterhorn’. On August 21st 1912 Wheeler and his 
summit party of nine (Arthur Oliver Wheeler, Albert 
MacCarthy, D.A. Gillies, A.R. Hart, J.R. Robertson, H.O. 
Frind, L.C.  Wilson and F.A. Robertson) ascended the 
Northwest Ridge from the Elk River to the summit and 
christened the peak ‘Elkhorn Mountain’.  
As plans moved forward for the development of 
Strathcona Park the need for a detailed survey became 
apparent. Col. Reginald Thomson who was overseeing 
road construction from Campbell River to Buttle Lake  
commissioned W.W. Urquhart to lead a survey party 

along with photographer W.R. Kent. Together Urquhart, 
Kent and a young immigrant Einar Anderson travelled 
over, through and to the top of almost every major 
feature in the park during the summers of 1913 and 
1914. They named many of the rivers and peaks and 
their own names will forever be associated with the 
mountains of Strathcona Park 1.  
After the meticulous exploration of Strathcona by 
Urquhart and Kent a period of relative inactivity ensued 
until the 1930s. The onset of the First World War had 
seen the elaborate development plans for Strathcona 
shelved and instead the government turned to the 
resources of the park to assist with the war effort. 
Access was another factor and climbing activity was 
concentrated around the Comox Valley both for this 
reason and because of the relatively high population of 
the valley communities (Campbell River was a twinkle 
in Father time’s eye until the 1950s). 
A second survey in 1934-38 led by Norman Stewart, to 
gather data for the National Topographical Series maps, 
generated renewed interest in Strathcona. The accuracy 
of the information gathered by Stewart is attested to in 
the fact that many of the readings are still used on the 
1:50,000 map series today.  
Stewart’s measurements of the Golden Hinde, a.k.a. the 
Rooster’s Comb, confirming it as the highest summit 
on the island prompted Comox Valley mountaineer 
Geoffrey Capes to attempt what he thought was to be 
the first ascent in 1937. Capes led frequent trips from his 
home in Courtenay to the Comox Glacier and climbed 
many of the peaks around it and the Cliffe Glacier in 
the early 30s. 
Approaching from Buttle Lake up the Phillips Creek 
valley using a trail marked by Stewart’s team who were 
still working in the area Capes along with Sid Williams 
and Roger Schjelderup caught up with Stewart on the 
lower flanks of the mountain. It was then that they were 
informed that Stewart and his assistant Dan Harris had 
climbed to the summit of the Rooster’s Comb the day 
before. They graciously accepted Harris’ offer to guide 
them up the next day to make what they still believed 
to be the second ascent. In fact it was the third.
In a twist of fate it wasn’t until 1990 that the truth of 
the first ascent of the Golden Hinde  came to light. In 
researching his historical perspective of the Vancouver 
Island mountains ‘Beyond Nootka’ Lindsay Elms 
interviewed Einar Anderson who had accompanied 
Urquhart and Kent on their 1913-1914 survey as a 
teenager. Anderson recounted how he and Kent had 
in fact climbed the mountain twenty some years prior 
in 1913 or 1914.
It was members of Norman Stewart’s survey party that 
lay claim to the first significant ascent of Mt. Colonel 
Foster. In 1936 Alfred Slocomb and Jack Horbury 
climbed to the top of the Southeast Peak. There has been 

Rev. William Bolton

debate over the years as to which summit these men in 
fact reached. Some say the Southeast peak, others argue 
the slightly higher Southwest peak while some wouldn’t 
be surprised if they had made it to the main summit. 
The current thinking seems to confirm that Slocomb and 
his cohorts climbed the Southeast peak.
Victoria Peak saw its first recorded ascent by Frank 
Stapley and Bill Williamson in August 1960. Hot on 
their heels just two weeks later were Otto Winnig, Syd 
Watts et al. Watts went on to become a pivotal figure in 
the climbing and exploration history of Vancouver Island 
roaming over much of its territory, claiming numerous 
first ascents in the process and becoming a founding 
member of the Island Mountain Ramblers.
During the 1950s and 1960s a lot of attention  was 
focused on Mt. Colonel Foster. Its untrod summit was 
a lure for many and various parties tried their hand at 
different routes on the mountain. The Bitterlich brothers 
Ulf and Adolf attempted the Snow Band Route in 1955. 
Hugh and Ferris Neave along with Karl Ricker made a 
spirited climb to the Southwest Summit from the west 
side up the West Couloir amidst foul weather in July 
1957. They believed at the time they may have made 
it to the Main Summit but clouds hid the higher true 
summit from view and they descended none the wiser.2

Finally in 1968 Mike Walsh made an extraordinary solo 
ascent of Mt. Colonel Foster along the summit ridge 
from the north to the main summit and then back to a 
descent down the west side of the mountain. Walsh’s 
achievement reaching the most challenging of the 
Island’s major unclimbed summits will stand as one of 

Syd Watts on Mt. Arrowmith              photo: Syd Watts 

Mike Walsh enjoying a modest repast at high camp.                             photo: Joe Bajan

the pivotal moments in alpine climbing on Vancouver 
Island. His ascent along with Ron Facer, Barrie McDowell 
and Steve Todd’s first ascent of Rambler Peak in July 
1964 heralded the start of a ‘golden age’ of Island 
alpine climbing. 
During the 1970s and 80s with all the major summits 
having been climbed, attention became focused on 
progressively more challenging routes. 
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Mike Walsh continued to be one of the driving forces behind this alpine revolution, climbing numerous fine lines 
all over the Island mountains during the early 1970s. Walsh’s resume includes the South Ridge of Elkhorn with 
Tom Volkers in 1970, the North Buttress and traverse of Rambler in 1975 and the South Face of the North Tower 
and the Snow Band route on Mt. Colonel Foster with protege Joe Bajan in 1973 and 1974 respectively. 
Despite the activity of Island locals a true plum was poached by  Coast Range legend Dick Culbert who along with 
Fred Douglas and Paul Starr climbed the now classic East Face on Mt. Colonel Foster (a.k.a. the Culbert Route) in 
1972. The team’s ascent of the East Face was a seminal event and the subsequent publication of Culbert’s guide 
to South West BC began to shine light on the Island peaks.
Through the mid to late 70s Joe Bajan took the helm setting new standards for alpine routes on the island with 
bold lines on the higher peaks, climbing the North Ridge of Elkhorn in 1972 with Tom Muirhead, Dave Smith and 
Stuart Wazny. Bajan teamed up with Peter Busch in June 1977,climbing the North Face of Elkhorn. 
In January 1978 Bajan along with Ross Nichol made the first winter ascent of Mt. Colonel Foster climbing the 
striking 1,000 metre Direttissima over three days., an epic climb which saw Nichol completing the route with a 
single crampon and a hair raising descent off the mountain. 
Bajan also made a bold solo of the Grand Central Couloir on the Colonel and with Paul McEwan made the first 
ascent of the North Ridge of the Golden Hinde a route still unlikely to have been repeated.
Perry Beckham and Scott Flavelle made an appearance on Vancouver Island in August 1977 establishing one of 
the finer short routes on Mt. Colonel Foster, the North Buttress of the North Tower. This route takes in some of the 
best alpine rock on the island providing all the atmosphere of climbing on the Colonel without the commitment 
of the longer east face routes.
Inspired by the forward-thinking outdoor programs developing in Campbell River high schools and the nearby 
Strathcona Park Lodge an energetic group of mountaineers grew into their stride during the 1970s coalescing 
into the tight-knit but loosely bound Heathens who remain a driving force in Island climbing to this day. The list 
of accomplishments by these home-grown alpinists is lengthy but some of the highlights include: an early solo 
repeat of Walsh’s Foray on Mt Colonel Foster by Rick McKinnon; numerous solo and many winter excursions deep 
into the Island Alps by Doug Wale; a rash of new routes by the duo of Chris Barner and the tragically short-lived 
Doug Lee including the West Buttress of Mt Septimus, North West Ridge of Mt Rosseau in 1974, the Cathedral 
Couloir and Flying Buttress on Mt Haig-Brown in 1977 and 78 respectively.
Len Zedel and John Robertson kept a low profile but made some notable exploratory trips in the North Island to 
Warden Peak, Rugged Mountain and Sutton Peak

the mountain’s winter lines up the North Couloir.
Sparked perhaps by the imminent publication of Bruce Fairley’s ‘Guide to Hiking and Climbing in Southwestern 
BC’ John Gresham, Don Newman and Jim Sandford ascended the South Face of the Golden Hinde in 1983.
It was at this time that Mt. Colonel Foster saw one of its more celebrated climbs completed with Greg Child, Doug 
Scott and Rob Wood’s winter ascent of the Grand Central Couloir in January 1985.
To the north, Victoria Peak saw two excellent climbs with Rick Johnson’s lead of the North Face in winter closely 
followed by Greg Foweraker and Don Newman’s ascent of the North East Buttress the next summer.
One of the few comparable faces to Mt. Colonel Foster’s East Face is the South West Face of Rugged Mountain. In 
June 1987 Sandy Briggs and Don Berryman, taking advantage of radically improved logging road access to the 
Haihte Range put up the first route on this striking face. Two years later in 1989 a parallel variation was established 
by Rick Johnson and Don Newman.
In 1988 Greg Foweraker and Peter Croft made a speedy crossing of the complete Summit Traverse of Mt. Colonel 
Foster in a matter of hours as part of a larger attempt to enchain all the peaks of the Elk River.
Attention returned to Mt Colonel Foster with the first new summer route on the east face in over a decade put up by 
a youthful pair, Phil Stone and Sarah Homer. Their ascent of Cataract is notable for establishing one of the longest 
alpine face routes on Vancouver Island and in doing so, Homer (at the ripe old age of 17) became the first woman 
to climb to the main summit of Colonel Foster. 
The following summer Stone along with Chris Lawrence and Corrie Wright climbed the twin buttress to right of 
the Culbert Route on the North East Summit calling the line Into the Mystic.  Stone continued a period of intense 
new route development with a variety of partners establishing routes on King’s Peak, Big Den Mountain, Elkhorn, 
Mt. Tom Taylor and Victoria Peak throughout the 1990s. In February 1993 Stone teamed up with Chris Barner 
and Robin Slieker making the coveted first winter ascent of the Golden Hinde, the island’s highest peak. Almost 
a decade later in January 2003 Phil Stone, Cameron Powell and Ryan Stuart made the long overdue first winter 
ascent of Rambler Peak.
Other activity during this time included Chris Barner’s ascent with longtime partner Paul Rydeen of the West Buttress 
of Rambler Peak  in July 1990. The Put brothers made a first ascent on Colonel Foster’s North Tower, Lost Boys in 1989. 
Many of these characters were also responsible for establishing the sport climbing area at Crest Creek which now 
boasts over 300 excellent rock climbs along with other lesser known areas at Tennent Lake and Marblerock Canyon.
Route development kept a steady pace throughout the late 1990s notably by the Waters twins Mike and John 

Ross Nichol on the first winter ascent of Mt. Colonel Foster, climbing Direttissima.                  photo: Joe Bajan

The extension of the Island Highway from Sayward 
to Port Hardy and the improvement of the Pacific 
Rim Highway 4 opened up much more of the Island 
alpine to exploration. Rick Eppler, Rob Macdonald, 
Wendy Richardson,  Sandy Briggs and Don Berryman 
Victoria based mountaineers and Alpine Club of 
Canada members became key figures in a campaign 
of exploration. This very active group have made many 
first ascent forays all over Vancouver Island from the late 
1970s to the present day. 
In Gold River logging road access on the west side of 
Strathcona Park opened up the vast potential of Matchlee 
Mountain and the Pamela Creek mountains. Bill Coyne 
and Paul Zimmerman were key in constructing a trail to 
Matchlee in the early 1970s which was put to great use 
in exploring the area and especially for a wave of alpine 
routes established by the Put brothers John and Fred. 
Their activity on Matchlee Mountain began with the 
East Ridge in 1983 and then in June and July of 1985 
They established routes on both the North West Ridge 
and North Buttress. The Put’s activity on Matchlee did 
not go unnoticed and in July 1986 Rick Johnson and 
Don Newman made a foray to the massif establishing 
the Fickle of Pickle. In January the following year 
Johnson and Newman returned to put up the first of 

Phil Stone passing the lower roofs on the first ascent of  
‘Into the Mystic’, Mt Colonel Foster.              photo: Chris Lawrence.
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was a resource illustrating many of the mountains that had hitherto been virtual secrets and almost overnight 
there was an Island Alpine ‘scene’. 
Immediately putting the guidebook out of date John Waters and Mike Waters established three lines on the south 
face of Mt Tom Taylor, the most notable of which is the Southwest Buttress climbing one of the major features of the 
face.  John teamed up with Rene Monjo in August 2003 to put up an easy line on the East Face of Colonel Foster. 
Their ascent of the North West Peak buttress finally saw a line on the east face of each of the summit towers of the 
Colonel. To the south John Waters and Aaron Hamilton added a line up the North Face of Redwall in the Mackenzie 
Range to an already impressive list of first ascents.
The Red Pillar saw two new routes on the east side of the mountain: Torge Schuemann, George Milosevich, Kent 
Krauza, Cliff Umpleby, Kyle McGregor, Jane Alcock-White climbed Centennial Buttress in June 2006, named in 
honour of the Alpine Club of Canada’s 100th anniversary. Rick Hudson and Sandy Stewart climbed the very fine 
East Buttress in September, 2008. Resumption of logging activity in the Cruickshank River valley has since restricted 
the access possibilities to the Comox Glacier and Cliffe Glacier and Oshinow Lake became the go-to access route 
to the Red Pillar and Cliffe Glacier Peaks.
Fred McGuinness and Alik Berg picked off a gem in September 2006 with their first ascent of the Super Arete on 
Mt Colonel Foster. John & Mike Waters and Curtis Lyon repeated the line shortly after confirming the grade and 
establishing the line as the hardest summer route in the Island Alps and an instant, hard classic.
In March 2009 John Waters, Curtis Lyon, Louis Monjo climbed Sceptre on Victoria Peak, the first significant winter 
climb in several years. Lyon and the Waters twins also made the first winter ascent of Mt Cobb in January of that 
year. There was no stopping the Waters who along with Grant McCartney added Double Shot to the Colonel’s east 
face in August 2009.
John Waters with various partners repeated many established climbs throughout the period 2003 - 2013 adding 
greatly to the knowledge-base of the older routes.
Francis Bruhwiler was one of the most active climbers in the Mackenzie Range and Highway 4 corridor peaks 
establishing several fine lines, with a variety of partners, climbing Jinx Removal with John Kristian and the North 
Face on the Mackenzies and the North Buttress on Triple Peak both with Randy Mercer. Bruhwiler and Mercer also 
teamed up to add a pair of new lines on Mt Arrowsmith, the Silver Streak Gully and a winter ascent of the conspicuous 
Saddle ramp on Arrowsmith’s north east face. 
Sandy Briggs and Andy Arts proved that old dogs and new tricks is all but a myth, climbing an outstanding long 
line up the North Face of the Centaur in the Mackenzie Range - No Ifs or Ands, only Butts. 
To the north in the Haihte Range Darren Wilman, Paul Rydeen, Alanna Theoret and Stu Crabbe  quietly chipped 

away at numerous quality lines and traverses on these 
dramatic spires converting this remote oasis of alpine 
into the premier Island climbing destination it was 
fated to be.
In all, the decade that followed the publication of the 
Island Alpine first edition saw fairly steady new route 
development and numerous notable repeat ascents, 
but it was the period of 2012-2013 that things really 
accelerated into overdrive with almost as many new 
routes climbed in these two years as in the previous 10 
combined. A combination of factors lead to a number 
of strong teams coming together to create a whole new 
wave of classic climbs.
Francis Bruhwiler continued his onslaught along 
the Pacific Rim climbing Tuff Nanni on Triple Peak in 
September 2012, a winter ascent of the West Ridge of 
The Cats Ears in February 2013 and consecutive trips to 
Mt Tom Taylor in Strathcona Park to add Good Leftovers 
in 2012 and Dyke Gone Wild in 2013.
After over a decade of absence, focusing on family life, 
other activities and exploring far-flung corners of the 
coast, Phil Stone returned to action in the Island Alps 
teaming up with Max Fisher in May 2013 to climb 
the long-overlooked north west ridge on El Piveto - 
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Mike Morris topping out after the first ascent of  
Elk Well, Elkhorn South.          photo: Mike Shives

John Waters strolling Kweishun Creek, Strathcona Park

Conquistador Ridge. 
Hunter Lee and Phil Stone went fishing for unclimbed rock on Elkhorn’s south east face and found an excellent 
direct start to the South Ridge they called Catwalk. The pair teamed up in January 2014 to make the technically 
easy but historically interesting first winter ascent of Crown Mountain. 
Mike Shives and Mike Loch added Royal Highness at King’s Peak the first climb to explore the potential of the steep 
and accessible north west face of the peak and a rare alpine crack climb.
In the North Island Ian Kilpatrick soloed two impressively exposed lines on Bonanza Peak, the North Ridge and 
North Rib Indirect. To the south Josh Overdijk, Mike Boyd made a complete traverse of the three main summits of 
Triple Peak, completing the Smurf Traverse.

who waged a quiet, productive campaign on several 
Strathcona summits. At Mt. Cain Paul Kendrick and Timo 
Saukko established several fine summer and winter 
routes on this sporty, accessible peak.
Sceptre on the north west face of Victoria Peak was 
climbed by Curtis Lyon and Phil Stone in August 1997 
and Jan Neuspiel and Andrew Finlay made a ground 
breaking ascent of Finnegan’s Buttress which finally 
confirmed that there is a major granite face on Mt. 
Tom Taylor.
The new millennium was heralded by Mike Norton and 
Scott Jackson who climbed a new line up the South 
Ridge of Victoria Peak. Mt. Colonel Foster returned to the 
forefront of Island alpinism in August 2001 with John 
& Mike Waters and Aaron Hamilton’s bold and scary 
creation ‘X-Rated’ which climbs the grey scar left by the 
landslide on the Colonel’s North Tower. The Waters twins 
returned to the Colonel the following year to climb the 
Expressway start to Cataract, opening a good alternative 
to the thrilling rappel on the original line.
The publication of the first edition of Island Alpine 
in May of 2003 changed the landscape of Vancouver 
Island alpine climbing radically. All of a sudden there 

Ryan Van Horne on the first ascent of Sutton Peak East Face.             photo: Hunter Lee
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Even with all this activity, new route development and a growing pool of talented climbers one person stood out 
for whom 2013-2014 was a banner period. Ryan Van Horne made the most significant contribution to the Island 
Alpine climbing scene since Walsh and Bajan’s stormed through the 1970s and Stone’s heyday in the early 90s. 
Van Horne waged a campaign, both solo and with a variety of climbing partners, on the major alpine faces of 
Vancouver Island including opening up a several completely unclimbed walls. He established no less than four 
new lines on Mt Colonel Foster, Ruth’s Ramble, Sid’s Scramble on the North Tower and Head Games, a solo route 
on the Northwest Peak. With Patrick Parker he climbed Into the Groove the first new winter route to grace Mt 
Colonel Foster in over 30 years! On Sutton Peak Van Horne added three routes on this previously over-looked, but 
long-coveted face: Holy Horseshoes with Aum Song, East Face with Hunter Lee and Sutton Express with Mike Loch. 
Not surprisingly Ryan Van Horne was part of a team that finally established a climb on the impressive if bushy East 
Face of Elkhorn South (Mt Colwell) along with Mike Shives, Michael Loch and Mike Morris. Elk Well is a moderate 
but still landmark route that opened up the potential of one of the Island’s secret gems. 
Across the Island Alps new routes were climbed and remote corners explored. Mike Shives, Randy Smith and 
Christina Smyth climbed Get A Grip on Mt Arrowsmith. Shives and Chris Jensen knocked off another ‘last problem’ 
with their ascent of The Embrasure on the west face of Merlon Mountain in the Haihte Range. Darren Wilman along 
with Paul Rydeen and Alanna Theoret persistently uncovered more and more delights in the Haihte Range. Lindsay 
Elms continues his quest to visit every promontory on the Island, making rare visits to far corners of the Island Alps.
Perfect winter conditions in the fall of 2013 into 2014 led to some excellent new winter routes. On Big Den Mountain 
Josh Overdijk, Garner Bergeron, Philip Stone and Nic Manders climbed the lengthy moderate Mia Couloir, in the 
process figuring out surprisingly easy access to a mostly untapped winter climbing gold mine. To the north in the 
Haihte Range Hunter Lee and Henrik Hinkkala took advantage of near perfect conditions to climb a plum of a line 
up the Northwest Face of Rugged Mountain, one of the boldest new winter climbs on Vancouver Island in decades. 
A number of new lines appeared on Victoria and Warden peaks during 2014. An interesting development began 
to take shape as the 2014 summer season drew to a close, with Loch and Van Horne’s ascent of the aesthetically 
fine knife edge arête on Rambler’s north ridge and Stone & Overdijk’s neighbouring line Gambler’s Bluff. Both 
these routes climb subsidiary features to their respective main peaks like the Queen’s Face this development puts 
more emphasis on the aesthetics of the climbs themselves versus aiming for summits. More of this is sure to come.
With such a frenetic pace of climbing activity mid-stream it’s been a difficult decision to figuratively press ‘pause’ on 
a guidebook and commit it to print. There seems to be no signs of this clip abating and if anything new guidebooks 
only throw fuel on the fire.
There still remains an almost infinite number of possible routes to be climbed in the Island Alps and some Canadian 
classics still awaiting discovery and first ascents. There are even several large alpine faces that still don’t have a 
single route gracing them and a number of bold lines that have been attempted but so far remain incomplete. The 
coming years promise to continue to be an exciting period for alpine exploration on Vancouver Island.

Francis Bruhwiler on Mackenzie Range enchainment.     photo Mike Davis

Joe and Adam Bajan on the summit of Mt Colonel Foster.                     photo: Joe Bajan
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Typical Vancouver Island alpine terrain in Marble Meadows, Strathcona Park.
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The topography of Strathcona Park and the mountain areas of Vancouver Island are characterized by steep 
forested valleys, high connecting ridges and craggy summits. Typically ascents into the alpine start with one 
of several scenarios. In Strathcona the Park's network of trails aids access to the high country with trails either 

climbing in a series of switchbacks up a hillside to the treeline such as the Phillips Ridge trail, or following a river 
course up a valley to gain the alpine at the head of the watershed just like the Elk River Trail. 
Elsewhere outside of parks and along the park boundaries, access is usually dictated by the route logging roads 
take in the vicinity of the desired objective. Recent initiatives by the Ministry of Forests have led, under the guise 
of 'environmental sensitivity', to the decommissioning or 'debuilding' of many roads that have historically been 
used for alpine access. It pays to obtain copies of logging road maps from the appropriate company in a given area 
and phone their engineering division for up to date information on current road conditions. Be aware that a road 
marked on a map is no indication of its drivability or even hikability!
In the absence of trail access be prepared for some dense vegetation in the zone between 3,000 and 4,000 ft. Thick 
undergrowth of blueberry, rhododendron and slide alder can try the will of all but the most determined climber 
as its downhill nap resists forward motion with every step. 
However you begin your trip the approach will bring its rewards at treeline around 4,500 ft.  Above this elevation 
you enter the Mountain Hemlock zone and the sub-alpine. The lush rainforest of the valleys and lower slopes 
gives way to a stark but exquisitely beautiful landscape. Closer to the west coast, for example near Mt. Bate, or in 
particularly rugged terrain such as around Landslide Lake the treeline may be as low as 3,500 ft. 
This is where the magic of the Island alpine is found. During the summer months the open ridges are carpeted 
with low heathers and dotted with small clumps of gnarled mountain hemlocks, and yellow cedars. Here and there, 
still ponds rimmed with wildflowers create the illusion of one having stepped into a Japanese garden. By fall the 
vegetation has ignited in a myriad of hues adding further to the magic. Of course during winter and spring much 
of this lies hidden under a thick carpet of snow.
Hiking higher through the sub-alpine the vegetation dwindles as you approach the glaciated and upper mountain 
alpine tundra zone. Generally above 5,000 ft expect to be travelling in mountainous terrain within this zone. The 
features you will find are described following.

About the Island Alpine
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Island Weather
Situated between the open Pacific Ocean and the vast BC Coast Range mountains, Vancouver Island’s weather is influenced 
by moist air off the ocean and drier continental air from the mainland. 
Winters are mild and wet with occasional periods of outflow conditions when cold dry air from the BC Interior surges down 
the mainland inlets bringing clear skies and freezing temperatures. Most of the annual precipitation that falls on the alpine 
falls as snow. The immense winter snowpack is the single biggest variable to be encountered in the Vancouver Island 
mountains. Snowpacks of 10m (30+ ft) are normal and produce a mini ice age every six months. Winter temperatures in 
the alpine vary between  5˚C and -10˚C. In the alpine the best ice climbing conditions usually occur between December 
and February. Good low elevation ice climbing conditions are very rare with the last such winter being 1989.
Summers are warm with occasional rainy periods at any time. Temperatures rarely exceed 30˚C and are often very 
comfortable for hiking and climbing. Lightning is rare on the west coast as a whole but when electrical storms do form they 
can be particularly violent lasting many hours, often at night. The best months for summer climbing are July to October. 
The west coast of Vancouver Island receives over twice the annual precipitation of the eastern part. If a forecast 
predicts precipitation you would like to avoid then destinations in the Beaufort Range or East Strathcona may 
help your chances of staying dry. Online check in at: weather.gc.ca & weathernetwork.com

Island Vegetation
If seasonal snow cover is the widest spanning variable for travel conditions in the alpine then the vegetation is 
the biggest variable encountered below treeline. The natural processes of forest growth and succession are greatly 
complicated on Vancouver Island by the removal of forest cover by logging activity. It is important to understand the 
types of natural vegetation zones and the cycles of logging activity to make off-trail travel as smooth as possible.
The ideal scenario for off-trail travel is mature old-growth forest of Douglas Fir, Western Hemlock and Red Cedar 
between an elevation of 350m (1,000ft) and 900m (3,000ft) Very often within this zone undergrowth is limited 
because of the the shade cast by the tree canopy. Travel is fast and only hindered by some fallen branches and 
rotting logs.
On the other end of the spectrum are scenarios like avalanche paths and recent (3-10 year old) clearcuts. Here 
avalanches or logging remove the old-growth trees which are replaced by thick bushes like slide alder, salmonberry, 
devil’s club and salal. Travel in this terrain can be difficult, time-consuming, even dangerous and should be avoided 
if possible.
Between these two scenarios are many stages and types of forest growth. Regenerating forest may have piles of 
charred, rotting logs from slash fires lit after logging. An area where a forest fire burned may now be choked by 
six foot high fir saplings covered in dew like carwash rollers. Logging roads which were used by heavy machinery 
are now deactivated and covered in a porcupine’s coat of alder trees, sometimes intertwined by razor-sharp canes.
The best general advice is to stick to the old-growth as much as you can and look for signs of animal travel to 
follow. Often bear, deer, elk and other large animals wear good paths through the forest, although they don’t clip 
the branches! Avoid recent and regenerating clearcuts by looking for points where logging roads come close to 
remaining old-growth timber. Stick to the ridges and keep out of the gullies. Anticipate creeks by reading the topo 
map carefully. Use creeks and gullies as references in the forest when wider views are restricted. On valley floors 
following river courses look for more open benches above the lower floodplain.
Lastly remember when bushwhacking in dense undergrowth stay in visual contact with everyone in your group 
but travel far enough apart to avoid getting bushwhipped. Consider eye protection and pack rain gear if expecting 
a thrash even if it is sunny. The dew’ll soak ya! 

Island Glaciers
Like most of British Columbia's mountains the Island peaks have been shaped by successive ice ages. On Vancouver 
Island only remnants of these once vast ice sheets remain. They cling to only the shadiest of slopes and the bottoms 
of north facing cirques. There are a few exceptions where glaciers retain something of their former majesty. The 
largest icefields on the island are only a few square kilometres in area and found, in descending order of size, on 
Mariner Mountain, Rugged Mountain and the Haihte Range, Comox Glacier, Cliffe Glacier, Mt. Tom Taylor, Big 
Interior Mountain and Mt. Septimus/Rousseau. The order of this list is debatable. 
The location of the larger icefields is due to their proximity to the west coast inlets which cleave their way inland 
from the open Pacific. In some cases the inlets almost cut right across Vancouver Island allowing moisture laden 
weather systems to reach the high peaks that then bar their way. The Comox Glacier is fed by Alberni Inlet, Mariner 
Mountain by Bedwell Sound and the Rugged Glacier by Tahsis Inlet.
Regardless of their size the Island glaciers still hold all the potential hazards of glaciers the world over so don't 
treat crossing one lightly. Crevasses, serac fall, bergschrunds and moats are just some of the obstacles that may be 
encountered albeit at a much smaller scale than elsewhere in the BC ranges. 
Generally the immense winter snowpack, some years as deep as 10m (30+ft), keeps crevasses well covered until late 
June or even July. As summer progresses the seasonal winter snow melts away exposing the glacial ice underneath. 
Snow bridges become perilously thin and crevasses start to yawn wide open. By September or October most Island 
glaciers will be exposed ice requiring crampons to cross or climb safely. At any time of year be prepared for glacier 
travel if your objective includes one. A familiarity with route finding on glaciers and crevasse rescue techniques 
are essential tools of the mountaineer’s trade.
Most of the glaciers on the Island are on moderate or low angle terrain in the base of deep cirques. Hidden in some 
of the glaciers are deep crevasses and sink holes. Some on the Rugged Glacier up to 60 ft deep have been climbed 
by rappelling into the bottom! If you do have a hankering for some summertime ice check out the terminal seracs 
of some of the larger glaciers. These are pretty hazardous features though.  The best bets for late season ice are in 
the gullies and couloirs like the Grand Central Couloir on Colonel Foster.
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Island Rock
The main attraction for climbing on Vancouver Island is the variety of rock types and the high quality of each of them. 
Volcanic basalt dominates the geology of Vancouver Island and is found throughout the high alpine peaks and 
forms the vast majority of the lower elevation Island crags. Friction can be superb and the basalt is typically very solid 
with little loose rock on steeper ground. Scree does of course collect on ledges in gullies and lower angle terrain. 
At the low elevation crags the basalt is prone to heavy moss and lichen growth and almost all the climbs now 
established were once coated in vegetation of one type or another. A great deal of work has gone into scrubbing 
and preparing these routes for regular climbing. This makes the attraction of clean rock in the alpine all the greater. 
Comox Lake and Crest Creek are two of the more established cragging areas on the Island and the best places to 
get a taste for the alpine climbing on the high basaltic peaks. 
The main drawback with the basalt is the infrequency of natural protection placements. Many of the sport crag 
routes are bolt-protected, or at the least a mix of fixed and natural gear. There are very few sport climbs on basalt 
with purely natural pro, long continuous crack systems are rare.
The same goes for the alpine basalt although natural protection on the cleaner alpine rock is generally better. The 
use of fixed protection especially bolts in the alpine is basically nonexistent. In large part this is due to climbers 
tackling routes well within their ability, the logistical challenges of placing bolts in any significant numbers and a 
local pride in keeping the sensitive alpine environment free from unnecessary impact, especially within the parks 
like Strathcona, Schoen Lake, and Woss Lake.
Climbing on the basalt faces like Mt. Colonel Foster, Elkhorn, Victoria Peak and Rugged Mountain does take a cool 
head on routes of every level. It’s good to be prepared for some run out leads and often some extreme exposure 
even on the moderately difficult scrambles. Luckily what the Island basalt lacks in secure protection it makes up 
for in solid, high-quality rock with positive holds and varied climbing in stunning surroundings.
Choosing a rack is a very personal process but gear that seems to be frequently useful includes: mid-size camming 
units (eg: #1-3 Camalots or equivalent), a good range of stoppers and a selection of pitons. There are no bolts on any 
alpine routes (although some have been used for rappel stations on descents) and it would be a very well-respected  
ethic to continue to keep the Island mountains bolt-free and especially within parks where any development is 
expressly prohibited within wilderness conservation zones. Whatever your own choice please never add bolts to 
an existing climb.
As far as descents go, many of the more technical alpine peaks require rappels to get off. The more popular routes 
may have regular rappel stations that are easy to locate but don’t take that for granted, become familiar with creative 
anchor building and bring plenty of webbing or cordellettes to rig new rappel anchors. Generally there are natural 
features like boulders, spikes and threads to secure a simple rappel anchor to. Pitons can be especially useful as a 
kind-of backup, small and mid-size angles and lost arrows seem to work well. The small, tough trees that seem to 
spring out of even the steepest faces are often used for belay and rappel anchors.
An ice axe or even crampons may be needed for some summertime descents.
Other rock types can be encountered in the Island alpine notably granite in the southern areas of Strathcona Park 
and to a lesser extent limestone which is scattered randomly at various places around the Island.
The Island granite is superb but is a largely overlooked climbing resource despite the high quality. Unfortunately the 
vast majority of the clean, climbable granite on Vancouver Island is stashed away in remote corners of Strathcona 
Park. Places to look include: Volcano Lake, Mt Burman and the numerous faces of Phillips Ridge especially the 
west aspect overlooking Carter Lake, Tennent Lake and the connecting ridges between Mt Myra and Mt Thelwood. 
Someone should do a thorough exploration of the high ground along the Tahsis Road in the Upana Caves area, 
there’s a lot of granite high enough to be clean all within sight of the road. Whether it’s good enough to put 
significant effort into remains to be seen although there have been a few routes done - Bilbo’s Palace anyone?   
The Island granite zenith is the impressive south face of Mt. Tom Taylor which has a series of 1,000 ft (300 m) 
buttresses. Greyback Peak and the Nomash Slab have several routes but the potential here has hardly been tapped.
Any hiking trip by rock climbers to the Mt. Myra and Mt. Thelwood areas should see rock shoes thrown in the pack 
to take advantage of the endless bouldering on the maze of granite crags. As to be expected with granite the 
protection here is superb and if you’ve climbed at Squamish you’re primed for the Island granite experience. You 
just might have to dig out some gear placements so be sure to pack an old nut key for the job
As far as the limestone goes, the most impressive concentration of this climber’s dream rock is around Marble 
Meadows and Marblerock Canyon in Strathcona Park. There are other low elevation limestone outcrops at Horne 
Lake near Qualicum Beach and some potential at a small ridgetop crag between Woss and Nimpkish Lake in the 
North Island - Denny Ridge.

Josh Overdijk on some fine Island basalt on Gambler’s Bluff Righthand, Mt Colonel Foster.
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Island Ice
Vancouver Island isn’t known as a great waterfall ice climbing destination. In fact rumour has it that Victoria, BC has 
the world’s largest collection of under-utilized ice climbing equipment! It is a rare winter indeed when freezing 
temperatures drop low and long enough for any significant road-accessible ice to form. The last really significant 
freeze to do this was in February 1989 when Upper Campbell Lake froze completely and ice draped just about every 
crag and hillside. Most recently the early season conditions through December 2013 came very close to repeating 
that and Island climbers enjoyed some of the best ice conditions for many years.
Although infrequent when the deep freezes do arrive the quality of the ice produced is second to none. It is the 
mild West Coast temperatures that helps high quality ice to form. Repeating cycles of freeze and thaw along with 
heavy wet snowfalls can mature Island ice into a sublime plastic neve or ‘snice’. 
When temperatures drop some of the areas to look for good low elevation ice include: Comox Lake, Upper Campbell 
Lake, Buttle Lake, the White Ridge and Highway 28 right to the head of Muchalet Inlet. There are plenty of other 
places but these areas have good access.
In a more typical winter you will have to look at least as high as 3,000 ft (1,200m) to find any ice in condition. The 
best all round locations for Island ice climbing are at: Mt Cokely and Mt. Arrowsmith along Pass Main, Boston Lake 
below Mt. Becher, Mt Washington, and at Tennent Lake below Mt Myra. 
While these areas can offer good waterfall climbing in most years, the most reliable winter climbing conditions on 
Vancouver Island ice is usually found higher up on the north faces of the mountains.
If you are looking for winter climbing of a less committing nature but full-on potential try Mt Arrowsmith, Mt Albert 
Edward, King’s Peak and Mt Cain. Each of these peaks are readily accessible throughout the winter and have some 
classic gully climbs and face routes of just a few hundred metres giving a great taste of Vancouver Island’s winter 
alpine climbing.
At the middle of the pack for accessibility and commitment are routes on Big Den Mountain and the Haihte 
Range. The potential for new route development in both these places is vast and the existing climbs come highly 
recommended. 
Mt. Colonel Foster is home, by far and away, to the most challenging winter climbing on the Island. The 3,500 ft 
(1,000 m) north-east face of the Colonel is scored by several huge couloirs and numerous other more complex 
lines. Only three routes have been established on this incredible peak with many new ones waiting to be done.
Because of the inaccessibility of most of the winter routes one of the biggest first challenges is estimating the 
conditions are right before committing to the long approaches. Even at the best of times the Elk River Trail to the 
base of Mt Colonel Foster is going to take a day each way in winter so it’s important to be able to gauge whether or 
not the effort of the approach is going to be worth it. Watch for periods of stable, cold weather with little snowfall 
prior to climbing and forecast for the ascent. Early winter conditions can often be the best as temperatures drop 
while the snowpack is still relatively shallow. Successive freeze-thaw cycles help build the ice for climbing and 
sub-zero temperatures keeps everything stable and falling shrapnel to a minimum.
As a typical winter progresses the deep snow build-up can bank out many of the gullies especially the short steps, 
making them technically easier than during leaner, early season conditions. The sting in the tail however, especially 
for couloirs, are the incredible cornices that can develop. What seems like a technique only for text book drawings, 
tunnelling cornices, is very much a  reality on Vancouver Island.
Sadly there is little in the way of steep glacier ice for year round ice climbing. The best options for anything even 
close to steep summer ice can be found on the Mt Septimus-Rosseau massif and the Haihte Range, but don’t think 
you’re going to find Rockies style summer ice.
There are a lot of great routes all over the Island waiting for discovery in the right conditions at all elevations. There 
are thousands of steep creeks all over Vancouver Island and the forest must hide an incredible number of waterfalls 
that freeze in some years - to say nothing of the obvious suspects like Della Falls!
Some of the potential new winter climbs have almost obscene access difficulties but at the same time certainly 
incredible climbing. Mt Cobb is one such peak where three parallel waterfalls have been seen formed as thick 
icefalls cascading off the north side of the mountain in a series of vertical steps. Victoria Peak is another mountain 
waiting for more winter lines to be established. Mt Harmston is one to watch and... well, not all the secrets can 
be let out so easily!

Henrik Hinkkala on the upper pitch of Finnish Finale WI4-, Cokely Wall                 photo: Andreas Hinkkala
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Island Backpacking
It is the backcountry hiking that brings many visitors to Vancouver Island and in particular to: Strathcona Park, 
the West Coast Trail, Nootka Island and Cape Scott. The hiking experiences on the Island are among the finest 
adventures found anywhere.
The Strathcona Park-Clayquot Sound region is home to the largest tract of pristine wilderness on any of Canada’s 
Pacific coast islands and a world-class destination for alpine hiking. The high alpine ridges that divide the deep 
river valleys found all throughout the Island’s mountainous interior present ideal terrain for multi-day alpine treks.
There are a number of recommended traverses and circuits ranging in duration from weekend excursions to ten 
day expeditions. The ultimate in Island mountain travel is the Vancouver Island Backbone Hiking Route which 
connects 300 km of travel across alpine ridges, forested valleys, logging roads and river courses between Port 
Alberni and Port McNeill. More details can be found about the Backbone Hiking Route online at www.wildisle.ca.
A similar initiative, the Vancouver Island Spine Trail Association (VISTA) aims to construct a trans-Island recreation 
corridor but whether or not the final route will appeal to long-distance hikers remains to be seen. www.vispine.ca
The rugged character of the mountain summits surrounding the high ridge routes is emulated in the rugged nature 
of the hiking terrain. Good route finding and navigation skills are essential to travel in the Island backcountry where, 
you may find yourself as much as 3 days travel from a road. However, with the right skills, equipment and physical 
fitness the wilderness experiences of the Vancouver Island mountains are worth every bit of effort to attain them.
Backcountry travel on the Island may range in experience from hiking clearly worn footpaths along the north ridge 
of Mt. Burman on a sunny August morning en route to the Golden Hinde, to battling with a soaking tangle of slide 
alder in an early winter sleet storm in the upper Salmon River. One thing all Island adventures share is a level of 
visual intensity in the surroundings that motivates people from all walks of life to seek more of it! 
It’s important to understand that the backcountry wilderness is becoming increasingly important as pressures 
of a growing population mount on the planet’s land and resources. There are now very few parts of the world, 
especially in the temperate and tropical regions, where complete eco-systems still exist. A big part of the reasons 
we seek adventures in these places is because of the experiences that can only be had in wilderness so it is crucial 
that we has backcountry travellers and climbers adopt a minimal impact philosophy to safeguard these treasures.
Watching the great orange orb of the sun sink over the shimmering Pacific horizon looks very similar whether 
you are jugging granite chickenheads on the south face of Mt. Tom Taylor or returning from a short day hike up 
Crest Mountain. 
The very best of the Island traverses are:

Nimpkish/Tolnay Creek to Tahsis:    6-10 days 
Golden Hinde Traverse:    5-10 days 
Mt Albert Edward - Flower Ridge:    6-10 days  
Mt. Albert Edward - Comox Glacier:   3-6 days  
Phillips Watershed Traverse:    3-5 days 
Shepherd Ridge-Flower Ridge:    3-5 days 
Augerpoint Traverse:     2-4 days  

Additional Info: 
• Hiking Strathcona  - A Guide to Trails and Backcountry Routes in Strathcona Park, British Columbia  
  1st edition by Philip Stone 2015, Wild Isle Publications             ISBN 978-0-9938772-0-9
• Hiking Trails lll - Northern Vancouver Island & Strathcona Park - 10th Edition 2008 edited by Gil Parker  
     published by Vancouver Island Trails Information Society                      ISBN 978-0-9697667-6-6
• lsland Alpine - A guide to the Mountains of Strathcona Park and Vancouver Island
  1st edition by Philip Stone 2003, Wild Isle Publications                 ISBN 0-9680766-5-3

Island Ski Touring
Vancouver Island receives one of the world’s deepest annual snowfalls. Some winters as much as 10m (30+ft) of 
snow can accumulate! The abundant snow combined with a generally stable snowpack , mild temperatures and 
the superb high ridge traverse routes makes for excellent if hard-won ski touring trips.
On the down side; Island ski touring means frequently strenuous approaches up steep trails or routes, packing 
skis or snowboard to reach the high snowline, skins gummed up with conifer needles and bark bits, rain storms 
and incredibly deep dumps of fresh snow taking brutal effort to break trail through.
But if all this sounds like heaven for you then the rewards are many. The winter snows completely bury the understory 
vegetation all but eliminating the presence of the dense Island bush, in addition the notoriously intricate and 
rugged micro-terrain becomes smoothed over with a full load of snow making travel fast and micro-route-finding 
arguably easier than in summer. In clear weather the views of the Island’s ice encrusted peaks are dramatic. There 
are big powder ski/snowboard descents to be discovered and almost guaranteed solitude.
Ski touring can be expanded in this context to include touring with a split snowboard and snowshoeing. Each 
of these modes of travel have their strengths and times in the Island alpine. Snowshoes are an especially useful 
approach method for some winter climbs especially ‘up and over’ routes where a return to a ski stash isn’t practical 
or possible. The more compact size and ability to boot straight up steep terrain make snowshoes a valuable part 
of the Island winter quiver.
There are only a few cabins and they play a limited role in winter travel on Vancouver Island. The main challenge 
with the few huts that are out there is finding them and then digging them out!
The deep snowpack in the high country makes snowcaves a very viable accommodation option. But conditions in 
the forest are usually less conducive to drifting so if your route involves a trek up one of the valley trails like the 
Price Creek Trail then a tent is probably a better bet.
Care is always required to keep informed of potential avalanche hazards. There are some notable areas where 
well used routes are exposed to huge potential slides particularly during spring thaw when most of the Island 
avalanche activity occurs. Travel with care anywhere along the Elk River and Della Falls trails and pay attention to 
cornices on the high ridges.
Always check current avalanche forecasts with the Vancouver Island Avalanche Bulletin and the Canadian 
Avalanche Association (www.avalanche.ca), carry self rescue equipment, an avalanche transceiver and get training 
and practice on their use.
Some of the best (but rarely completed) Island ski tours are:
Golden Hinde Traverse:    5-10 days 
Mt Albert Edward-Flower Ridge:   6-10 days  
Mt. Albert Edward-Comox Glacier:    3-6 days  
Phillips Watershed Traverse:    3-5 days 
Shepherd Ridge-Flower Ridge:    3-5 days  
Augerpoint Traverse:     2-4 days  

Additional Info: 
• Island Turns and Tours - by Philip Stone, Wild Isle Publications 2005, ISBN 0-9680766-6-1
• Vancouver Island Avalanche Bulletin - www.islandavalanchebulletin.com 
• Canadian Avalanche Association - www.avalanche.ca
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Wilderness Ethics

Backcountry travellers, and especially climbers, have a special duty to familiarize themselves with, and practice 
strict no-trace techniques. Climbers frequently eschew facilities, preferring to press deeper into the backcountry 
to find our own space. But in doing so we bring our presence and all its impacts into the most sensitive areas, 

those which we so highly cherish. With that privilege comes responsibility and that duty is to preserve our dwindling 
wilderness intact for future generations.
By leaving the wilderness untouched by our passage we ensure that the environment endures in as wild a state as 
possible. By minimizing our impact on the wildlife, vegetation and terrain we preserve the wilderness integrity of 
wild places and ensure that others who follow will have an experience comparable to our own. 
Camping is one of the first places to start with strict no-trace practices. Choosing a campsite and placing 
tents in places that do a minimum amount of damage to the vegetation is a good start. Gravel bars, rock slabs, 
grassy clearings and open forest are all able to withstand boot traffic and flattening from tents. Try to avoid delicate 
wildflowers, soft ground and easily eroded river banks and moraines.
Don’t light fires in the backcountry. Please do not light fires, the presence of firepits is unsightly and the collection 
of firewood at higher elevations places undue pressure on the fragile alpine ecology. The continuing cycles of 
growth and decomposition are disrupted by burning wood that is destined to die and rot creating new soil for 
future generations of trees and other vegetation. Fires are not permitted in Strathcona Park at any time. This has 
nothing to do with Provincial fire bans and advisories, fires are only permitted in the steel fire rings at the Provincial 
Park campgrounds at Buttle Lake and Ralph River and at the three marine campsites on the west shore of Buttle 
Lake: Mt Titus, Wolf River and Phillips Creek. Otherwise no fires are allowed in Strathcona Park at any time of year. 
If you do encounter fires or firepits left by those unfamiliar with no-trace ethics, take the time to talk to these people 
and disperse any old fire-rings. We must not only ensure our own passage leaves no trace but also take positive 
action in caring for our diminishing wilderness and helping to educate others. 
Consider planning a menu that doesn’t require cooking. This can save a lot of weight in the backpack adding to 
the enjoyment of the backcountry experience. If cooked meals are important or advised like during winter, buy a 
lightweight campstove and use it for cooking. Extreme care must be exercised when lighting stoves and smoking. 
A forest fire can be devastating, and many fires start each year through carelessness.  

Mick Bromley above Milla Lake, Strathcona Park.

Wilderness Ethics
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Black Bears can be encountered in the backcountry and caution should be exercised around them.

Hints & Cautions

Hints & Cautions

Hints & Cautions
Following are a few of the typical hazards and characteristics of the Vancouver Island backcountry with some tips 
and ideas to avoid or minimize their effects. 

Trails versus Routes
One of the most important distinctions to understand for backcountry travel on Vancouver Island is the colloquial 
difference between a ‘trail’ and a ‘route’. Typically a ‘trail’ is a purpose-built hiking path which is regularly cleared, 
maintained and marked. Examples are the loop trail at Cathedral Grove or the Elk River trail in Strathcona.
An ‘un-improved trail’ is one that is only maintained and cleared by users. Good examples are Jack’s Augerpoint trail 
and the Elkhorn northwest approach. Such trails are often clearly marked by ribbons of survey flagging tape or cairns.
An ‘established route’  is a backcountry path that may show clear signs of regular travel on the ground but sees no 
improvements beyond the impact of travelling hikers and wildlife. The Golden Hinde traverse is a great example 
of an established route. Flagging and cairns are sporadic but often prominent at route finding difficulties.
A ‘route’ is on the wilderness end of the hiking spectrum and is little more than a suggested or accepted line of travel. 
Flagging and cairns are unlikely or sparse and route finding is a constant act. For experienced backcountry travellers.

Private Property - E&N Railway Lands
Some mountain areas on Vancouver Island like the Beaufort Range and Mt. Alexandra-Mt. Adrian are on private 
land - notably land questionably ceded in the early 1900s as part of the Esquimalt-Nanaimo Railway Grant. Over 
the years these lands have changed hands until now they are largely held by private forestry companies. Under 
the auspices of public safety & security of employees & equipment severe access restrictions are often in place. 
The actions that put these vast tracts of land in private control has all the appearance of a degree of nepotism that 
would not be tolerated today. Yet we live with the results of highly restricted access to not only the private land but 
the adjacent public - Crown and Park land. It’s high time the government stepped in and either worked with the 
land owners to ensure public access, or flat out reappropriated the land.  
In the meantime we should respect posted closures and seek permission before entering private lands. Both 
TimberWest and Island TimberLands, the primary landowners post access notices online. Keeping good relationships 
by demonstrating respect for the land owner is the best way to ensure and improve public access. 

Pack out what you pack in and please take the time to remove any garbage left by others. At the crags please pay 
particular attention to disposing of tape, chalk spills and cigarette butts. 
Dispose of all personal waste with due care to the water supply. Vancouver Island is one of the wettest places on 
Earth and water is rarely far away. The mountains are the headwaters of watersheds supplying drinking water for all 
the Island communities. The purity of the water supply can be preserved by following some simple measures.  There 
are several schools of thought as to where and how to deal with faeces. The main points to consider are hygiene: 
keeping human waste well away from freshwater to avoid contamination of creeks and lakes, and discretion: leaving 
your shit well out of sight from other backcountry users. Beyond that, no-trace rules should apply. There’s no need 
to build a little monument to your little creation, disturbing vegetation should be kept to a minimum and do not 
leave toilet paper or other paper products lying around on the ground. 
Most trailhead parking lots, designated campsites and other high use areas within the Provincial Parks have 
outhouses that should be used. Follow the instructions for use posted and never put food scraps or garbage in 
the outhouses. 
All toilet paper and all hygiene products should be packed out. Or carry a small tin can which can be used to burn 
it in a safe manner. Fly in groups should consider flying out their shit. Ideally use a purpose-made bucket with a 
water-tight screw-on lid. A plastic garbage can or bucket with a secure lid are possible substitutes.
Never use soap to wash dishes or yourself, even with so called biodegradable soap, don't drop food scraps in fragile 
alpine lakes. Pack out food waste and learn to cook only what you need to eat at each meal time. 
Don’t swim in lakes with your skin covered in insect repellent or sun tan lotions. These are very powerful and foreign 
chemicals to the delicate alpine environment and could have a very negative accumulative effect on the water-life.
Leave your dogs at home, they don’t belong in the backcountry especially parks. Smart as they are dogs don’t 
use outhouses and may attract cougars. Do pooch a favour and find a dog-sitter. 
Please do not leave flagging tape or build cairns, especially in the alpine. Many wilderness routes, by nature, do 
not require marking and if you found your way, then you can trust that other who follow will figure it out too. You 
may feel you are helping out those who come after you but remember that they may be seeking the pioneering 
experience too. Marking routes has its place but please note it is a form of impact and not everyone appreciates 
the sign of human presence it implies.
Which brings us to the climbing. No-trace doesn’t just end at the base of an alpine rock face and the ethics we are 
expected to practice at camp apply equally to the upper mountains as well. Rappel slings, pitons and bolts are all 
forms of impact and foreign waste that should be minimized or eliminated whenever possible.
At times safe passage on technical terrain is virtually impossible without using and leaving behind rappel slings. 
But we can keep the waste to a minimum by following established descent routes and removing old slings as we 
replace them with new material.
Similarly pitons should be removed by seconds on lead pitches and at rappel stations as their usefulness or 
condition declines.
The use of bolts is perhaps the single-most contentious form of impact by climbers. Worldwide bolts have been 
debated ad nauseam for a hundred years and there is little new to add to the debate. But there are several key 
points particular to the Vancouver Island alpine worth considering.
1) There is little to no history of bolts being used on the Vancouver Island mountains save for a handful of isolated 
incidents which raises the question: are bolts necessary?
2) With this current lack of bolts in the Island Alpine contrasting with their prevalence in other ranges shouldn’t 
Island climbers be proud of this and continue to preserve our bolt-free environment?
3) Regardless of the climbing community’s opinions on the use of bolts there are certain areas, specifically the 
Wilderness Conservation Zones within our Provincial Parks where any development is prohibited.  Here the basic 
principle of no-trace applies to bolts as much as it applies to firepits and flagging tape. Put bluntly: ‘leave nothing 
but footprints - take nothing but photographs’ doesn’t mean ‘except for holes and stainless steel hardware’. Please 
do not place bolts in the parks.
In less sensitive zones and even heavily impacted zones, such as the area around Crest Creek, the Nomash Slab 
etc... bolts are clearly the least of the environmental concerns and their use seems appropriate. But Vancouver 
Island climbers have an almost unique opportunity to preserve a coveted wilderness alpine experience. So in the 
mountains, and especially in the Wilderness Conservation areas we should do our utmost to keep our impact to a 
minimum and that includes refraining from drilling bolts.
If anyone is unwilling or unable to adhere to a philosophy of minimal impact and follow these basic guidelines 
then it might be best to put this book down and stay out of the wilderness.
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Avalanches
Avalanches are one of the most dynamic natural processes and present a serious threat to mountaineers and 
backcountry travellers. Every year in British Columbia dozens of skiers and mountaineers are caught in snow slides 
sometimes with fatal consequences. On the whole the deep Vancouver Island snowpack is considered fairly stable in 
comparison with say the Rocky Mountains. But snow stability is a complex and inexact science and nothing should 
ever be taken for granted when travelling in avalanche terrain.
Learn how to read the terrain and identify avalanche paths. Practice route finding avoiding terrain traps like open 
chutes, creek beds and areas where twisted and bent trees indicate signs of avalanche events.
Familiarize yourself and everyone in your group with safe travel techniques and carry and practice self rescue with 
avalanche transceivers, shovels and probes. Remember that in the backcountry survivors in your group are the 
first responders and only likely people able to conduct a successful rescue. Help may be sought but should never 
be counted on.
One of the most dangerous times of the year for avalanches is the spring thaw. As the thick winter snowpack 
warms it becomes lubricated by liquid water and comes crashing down gullies and creek beds in massive heavy 
wet slides. These slides may unexpectedly threaten low elevation areas below. A good example of this is the Elk 
River trail where avalanches from the mountain faces thousands of feet above the evergreen forest pour down 
long gullies in some cases right to the floor of the valley. Paying attention to what is going on high above you is 
a good rule of mountain travel.

Water
A huge annual precipitation delivers an abundance of fresh water to the mountains of Vancouver Island. The 
numerous rivers and torrents that tumble seaward shape the land and are the lifeblood of the rich Island ecosystem. 
Island rivers must be both respected and cared for. 
Crossing rivers should be undertaken with great caution. Slick rocks and cold, fast moving water can be a deadly 
combination. Always undo pack waist belts and loosen straps before wading a river. This way you can shed the pack 
if you stumble. Use a staff or ski poles for stability. In deeper water use a roped belay, personal flotation device 
(PFD) and keep boots on. Avoid crossing rivers close, upstream of large rapids or waterfalls. Read and practice 
roped technical river crossing techniques.
The Island water supply is generally pure and untainted in the alpine. In high use areas such as Paradise Meadows 
and Bedwell Lake however filtration or sterilization should be practiced to avoid water borne illness. There is a duty 
to preserve the purity of fresh water. Read the section on ‘Wilderness Travel’ and practice techniques to minimize 
contamination to bodies of water. Always camp in designated sites in high use areas and use the outhouses 
provided. If in doubt boil water to destroy any pathogens that may be present.

Huge avalanche debris field in Strathcona Park, April.

Or Not 
to BC?

Back Country Pre-Trip Preparation

These are the questions...

Wild IsleWild IsleWild Isle
guidebooks for island adventure

Current Conditions and Forecasts
• Do you have the current avalanche bulletin? What is the avalanche rating in your area? 
• If the rating is ‘Considerable’ or higher are you and your group prepared to accept that level of risk?

Your Trip Plan and Destination
• Is your trip appropriate for everyone in the party with the current conditions?

• Have you left a route & emergency plan with someone who knows what to do in an emergency?

Group Skills and Equipment
• Does someone in your group have the backcountry skills that you may need such as:  
   first aid training, navigation skills, snow and avalanche-terrain assessment etc?

• Are you carrying emergency gear: extra warm clothes, an improvised shelter, fire-starter,  
   a first aid kit, a communications device, emergency food and water?

• Are you prepared with avalanche rescue equipment (transceivers, shovels & probes) and the  
   knowledge to use it? Have members of your group practiced avalanche rescue skills recently?

Education and Experience
• There’s no substitute for professional instruction and personal experience.  
   Take an avalanche skills course and learn to match your destination with the conditions. 

www.islandavalanchebulletin.com

canadianavalanchecentre

Photo &
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Logging Road Travel
Many of the alpine areas of Vancouver Island are only practically accessed by driving on gravel roads. Some gravel 
roads are major Forest Service roads open at all times and well maintained under contract from the BC Forest 
Service. These roads are 2 wheel drivable and ploughed during the winter. However, across Vancouver Island there 
are thousands of kilometres of private logging roads. 
Logging roads whether on Crown Land or not are not required to be accessible to the public. Some roads are on 
private forest lands and often closed by locked gates. Current forestry practices require the regular deactivation 
or ‘debuilding’ of logging roads that have fallen out of use for current timber harvesting plans. Deactivated roads 
may still be drivable by high clearance vehicles but debuilt roads are completely impassable to vehicles and can 
become overgrown in a matter of just a couple of years.
Roads into areas of active logging are often closed during working hours while work commences. Great care must 
be taken while driving any logging roads. Road conditions may vary widely and great caution must be had around 
heavy machinery and the huge double wide logging trucks that may appear around any corner!
Nothing should be taken for granted when planning an approach that includes logging road travel. Any given 
logging road may be closed or otherwise impassable at any time. Consider throwing a chainsaw or, at the least, an 
axe in the back of your vehicle. One fallen tree could ruin your day especially if you are upstream of it! Check with 
local logging companies for current road conditions. 

Logging Road Systems
The natural course of the many creeks and 
streams that run through the valleys into larger 
rivers and on to the ocean is emulated by the 
logging roads which weave across the island.
Typically a main line road leads inland from the 
tidewater along a major river. As this river forks 
into upper valleys so the road branches into ever 
higher spurs, eventually zigzagging across the 
mountain hillsides. 
Logging roads are named sequentially starting 
often with parallel main lines e.g.: East and West 
Main, on each bank of the river. Branch roads off 
these main lines are then numbered e.g.: East 
100 (E100). From the branches spur roads are further numbered e.g.: East 110 (E110)

Driving Safety Tips
The British Columbia Forest Service recommends these safety tips when travelling on Forest Service Roads: 
• Drive with your lights on at all times - day and night.
• Drive at a safe speed. You should always use caution and expect the unexpected. You must be able to stop safely 
in any emergency or in encountering unforeseen obstructions.
• Use seat belts while travelling on Forest Service Roads
• Please give logging trucks and other industrial traffic the right-of-way. Loaded logging trucks definitely have the 
right-of-weight! When you see a logging truck coming - or any other heavy equipment - get to a turn-out and let it by.
• Obey all road signs but do not expect the same level of signing as on public highways
• Taking large travel trailers on steep, rough, isolated and infrequently used roads can be dangerous. Loaded 
logging rigs can not back up steep grades so it is best to avoid the use of trailers on these roads.
• Logging trucks take up a lot of room and Forest Service Roads are built for their use. It is essential that logging 
trucks and fire-fighting equipment be able to proceed without delay. Don’t stop on the road surface for any reason. 
If you do stop, park well off the road.

Ecological Reserves
Ecological reserves protect sensitive ecosystems for scientific research and conservation. Reserves differ from 
Provincial Parks in that public access and recreation is discouraged and a permit is required for a legitimate visit. 
There are a few Ecological Reserves that include alpine terrain, Haley Lake near Nanaimo Lakes and the Michael 
Bigg/Robson Bight reserves come to mind. Please respect the sensitivity and value of Ecological Reserves by 
avoiding travelling through them.

Wildlife
Vancouver Island has a unique blend of flora and fauna due to its size, isolation from and proximity to, mainland 
North America. The towering evergreen forests and swirling tidal oceans are home to a wide variety of fish, birds, 
reptiles, amphibians and mammals. The British Columbia coast is one of the richest ecosystems in the world.
When hiking on Vancouver Island encounters with some wildlife is certain. Eagles, jays and osprey are familiar 
sights. In the ocean salmon, dolphins, sea lions, orcas and other whales are all present on the coast. Living in the 
forest and on the mountains are grouse, ptarmigan, deer, Roosevelt elk, cougar, black bear, pine marten, wolf, river 
otters and of course marmots. Many of these larger land mammals are distinct sub-species unique to Vancouver 
Island. Some of these animals such as the Vancouver Island Marmot are present in dwindling numbers and are 
listed endangered or red or blue-listed.
There are some notable absences among the animal life of the Island. There are no grizzly bears or moose on the 
Island and racoons were introduced and have a limited range.
For the most part the larger mammals are elusive and encounters with them while hiking are rare and to be 
treasured. There is of course the possibility of an aggressive brush with cougar, bear or wolf. If you find yourself 
confronted by a predator remain calm and maintain a confident air. Retreat from the area with deliberate steps 
keeping a close watch of the animal(s). If you are surprised or attacked, scream aggressively and fight back with 
every ounce of strength. 
Recently more and more hikers are carrying bells and bear spray. Fact is it is far more important to avoid carrying 
certain things to prevent unwanted attention from bears. Don’t pack fish or meat in your food and it is much less 
likely a bear will come snooping around. Tapping ski poles to mimic snapping branches is far more effective in 
alerting bears to your presence than goofy bells.  
To prevent attracting cougars, keep young children close by and leave dogs at home. If you do end up in a dangerous 
one on one situation with a black bear or cougar then fight back and maintain a loud and aggressive posture.
Wildlife encounters may be reported to:1-800-663-9453 

Ticks
The most loathsome of insects, ticks, are arachnids which latch on to the skin causing a painful swelling while 
they fill their abdomens with your blood. Ticks may carry Lyme disease which can cause fever, facial paralysis and 
eventually severe arthritis and heart problems. If a tick attaches itself to you use tweezers or proprietary tick pliers 
to gently and steadily tug the tick until it releases its grip.
Don’t pull so hard as to leave mouth parts embedded in your skin and don’t try to burn or pull too hard. If you 
suspect infection keep the tick in a ziploc™ and take it when you seek medical attention for testing. Tick season on 
the Island lasts from late March to late May.

Hornets
Every year Yellow Jacket and Bald-Faced hornets build paper hives from partially digested wood fibre they harvest 
from driftwood and fallen trees. As their nests grow so does the population of hornets inside, until around August 
when the numbers of hornets and their increasingly aggressive behaviour presents a hazard to unwary hikers.
Hives may be built in holes in the ground (sometimes right in the middle of a trail) or in the branches of trees and 
shrubs. When passing hikers disturb the insects they swarm out and may inflict multiple stings. 
Some people may have or develop severe allergic reactions to hornet stings including life-threatening anaphylactic 
shock. Consider carrying an Epipen™ or AnaKit™ from late July to late September when hornets are most active. 
Some tactics to avoid disturbing nests are to travel in small, closely-spaced groups, and keep a brisk pace in the forest.
As the weather cools in September the hornets become less active and able to respond to disturbance. The growing 
hives, plump with tasty larvae and pupae, become irresistible to bears busy packing on fat for winter. The bears 
tear into the ground nests to feed leaving them half-exposed and much easier to spot. By October the hornets have 
generally subsided until the following summer.
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How To Get Here
Vancouver Island is a large island, some 500 km long and 150 km wide, lying just off the south west coast of British 
Columbia, Canada. The population centres and major highway routes are concentrated along the south and east 
coasts of the Island and can be reached from mainland BC on a variety of scheduled ferry routes. 
Horseshoe Bay BC—Departure Bay (Nanaimo) 
Tsawwassen BC—Duke Point (Nanaimo)
Tsawwassen BC—Swartz Bay (near Victoria)
Seattle WA—Victoria
Port Angeles WA—Victoria

The major highways linking the north and south ends of the Island are: the Trans Canada Highway Route 1 between 
Victoria and Nanaimo and the Inland Island Highway 19 which links all communities between Nanaimo and Port 
Hardy. A scenic route along the east coast of Vancouver Island is the Oceanside Highway 19A between Parksville 
and Campbell River.
Visitors should note that locally the various regions of Vancouver Island are referred to as ‘South Island’ ‘North 
Island’ etc. This may be confusing to some as it sounds as if there may be several islands. Vancouver Island is a 
single island and these designations just refer to regions at either end of the island.

Driving Distances and Times
For a useful online calculator of driving distances and times between most Vancouver Island communities logon 
to www.vancouverisland.travel/driving.php
Some useful distances and times are:
Victoria to Port Hardy  500km  6hrs
Victoria to Port Alberni 200km  2hrs 35mins
Victoria to Courtenay  220km  2hrs 35mins
Victoria to Campbell River 265km  3hrs
Campbell River    to Gold River  90km  1hr 30mins
Campbell River    to Sayward  75km  1hr 10mins
Campbell River    to Zeballos  200km  3hrs 15mins

Camping and Accommodation
Vancouver Island is a very popular vacation destination and accommodation facilities abound for every budget 
in every town. The best way to find roofed accommodation and private RV and tenting campgrounds is to consult 
local visitor guides or get a copy of the annual British Columbia Accommodation Guide which are all available at 
local Visitor Info Centres. For a list of online links to Vancouver Island towns, log on to www.wildisle.ca/communities
There are many Forest Service and Provincial campsites across the Island. Some useful campsites are: provincial 
campsites at Elk Falls just outside Campbell River on Highway 28, Buttle Narrows also on 28 and, Ralph River on 
the Buttle Lake Parkway. 
Reservation systems are in place during peak summer season and you'd be well advised to check for site availability 
at these campsites before showing up in the dark!  Online visit www.discovercamping.com
Along the roadways in Strathcona Park and other Provincial Parks, camping is not permitted within 1 km of the 
road. Camping is permitted only at designated sites along many of the higher use trails. Check at each trailhead 
for the locations of the designated sites in the area you are headed. Once in the backcountry simply use discretion 
in choosing low impact sites and follow our Wilderness Ethics guidelines on page 23.

STRATHCONAPROVINCIAL PARK
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Backroad Mapbook  
Vancouver Island, Victoria & 
Gulf Islands v7
ISBN 978-1-897225-74-5
www.backroadmapbooks.com

Beyond Nootka
ISBN 0-9680159-0-5
www.beyondnootka.com

Above the Bush
ISBN: 978-0-968015-91-9
www.beyondnootka.com

Vancouver Island Hiking 
Trails Volume 3
ISBN 978-0-9697667-6-6

Vancouver Island Hiking Trails 
Volume 2
ISBN 978-0-9697667-7-3

Towards the Unknown Mountains
ISBN 0-919537-18-9

Maps
The following National Topographic Series (NTS) maps cover the regions included in this guide. They can be bought 
locally or ordered from the Geological Survey of Canada: 604 666-0271.
South  Is land:  C /16 Cowichan Lake  •  C/15 L i t t le  Ni t inat  R iver  •  F /1  Nanaimo Lakes  
• F/2 Alberni Inlet • F/3 Effingham River • F/6 Great Central Lake  • F/7 Horne Lake 
Strathcona Park:   F/11 Forbidden Plateau • F/12 Buttle Lake • F/13 Upper Campbell Lake  
• F/5 Bedwell River • F/6 Great Central Lake
North Island: L/1 Schoen Lake • E/16 Gold River • L/1 Schoen Lake • L/8 Adam River • K/5 Sayward • L/7 
Nimpkish •  L/6 Alice Lake • L/3 Kyuquot • L/4  Brooks Peninsula • L/5 Mahatta River

Publications
• Canadian Alpine Club Journal - annual publication from the Alpine Club of Canada documenting 
mountaineering and climbing achievements across Canada. Back issues are available electronically on DVD - Ever 
Upward a Century of Canadian Alpine Journals 1907-2007. www.alpineclubofcanada.ca
• Island Bushwhacker - journal of the Vancouver Island Section of the Alpine Club of Canada
A mine of information, some editions are available online at:  www.accvi.ca
• Hiking Trails ll - South-Central Vancouver Island - 9th Edition 2010 edited by Richard K. Blier published 
by Vancouver Island Trails Information Society ISBN 978-0-9697667-7-3
Covers Duncan, Cowichan Valley, Gulf Islands including Gabriola, Nanaimo, Parksville, Port Alberni  Carmanah Walbran 
Provincial Park and the West Coast Trail. An essential compliment to Island Alpine.
• Hiking Trails lll - Northern Vancouver Island & Strathcona Park - 10th Edition 2008 edited by Gil Parker 
published by Vancouver Island Trails Information Society ISBN 978-0-9697667-6-6
Covers Strathcona Park, Schoen Lake Park, Cape Scott Park and Quadra Island among others.
• Backroad Mapbook Volume ll Vancouver Island, Mussio Ventures 
ISBN 1-894556-10-0
If you’re looking for a comprehensive overview of all the logging roads on Vancouver Island and some basic info 
on trails and other recreation opportunities this is a good bet. Any logging road information shouldn’t be relied 
on as conditions and openings may change at any time. www.backroadmapbooks.com
• Beyond Nootka - A Historical Perspective of Vancouver Island Mountains by Lindsay Elms
ISBN 0-9680159-0-5
A thoroughly researched book detailing the early history of European exploration on Vancouver Island. Profiles six 
of the more prominent peaks on the island. Excellent read.
• Above the Bush - A Century of Climbing on Vancouver Island 1912-2012 by Lindsay Elms
ISBN: 9780968015919
Written to commemorate the centenary of the Alpine Club of Canada’s Vancouver Island Section from 1912 to 
2012. Contains transcripts of journal entries, diaries and newspaper accounts of early ascents of some of the most 
prominent mountains on Vancouver Island.
• Strathcona: A History of British Columbia’s First Provincial Park by Wallace Baikie
ISBN 0-919537-29-4     with Rosemary Phillips
• Towards the Unknown Mountains by Rob Wood     ISBN 0-919537-18-9
An autobiographical account of Island mountaineer Rob Wood’s adventures with friends and family throughout 
the Coast Mountains and literally around Vancouver Island.

Wild Isle eGuides
Available for Apple™ iOS™ & PC - Android™
Now you can carry a 400 page guidebook

For links & more information
www.WildIsle.ca

Kevin Hardy checking Septimus beta.
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How you start planning a trip into any mountain area is first determined by your familiarity with the mountain 
range in question. If you are familiar with the area, the chances are you have developed a keen interest in 
certain peaks and a curiosity about others. If you don’t know the area then you’ll first try to get a sense of 

what the options are by looking at photographs, chatting with other hikers and climbers or flipping through a 
guidebook such as this one. Either way at some point you and your group are going to settle on an objective and 
pick up your copy of Island Alpine Select as part of the planning process.
Locate your mountain objective from the table of contents and read the peak description, approach details and the 
climbing route list. The photos and peak description will give a sense of the mountain and may  provide a gauge of 
whether or not the peak appeals to your party. The approach and route descriptions will allow you to judge if there 
is a route of suitable difficulty within the abilities of everyone in your group. It is crucial to ensure that the chosen 
objective is suitable for: the ambitions and technical abilities of your group, the time you have and the prevailing 
conditions at the time. Check the approach details including driving distances to ensure you have enough time 
to complete the ascent. Pay particular attention to journal references listed under each peak’s ‘Additional Info’. 
Last but not least, check that seasonal conditions are suitable for both the approach and the chosen climbing route.
To determine the time required for the approach, divide up the access route: highway driving, logging road driving, 
trail hiking, off-trail hiking and climbing route. Measure the distance and estimate the time it will take you from 
your departure point to the point you either park or leave the highway. Check current highway conditions from 
weather reports, radio traffic reports or directly from the Ministry of Highways and their contractors www.drivebc.ca 
is a great online resource, the highway webcams are especially useful for viewing real-time winter road conditions.
Next use logging road maps and the approach description to plot your course. Call or email the Forest Service District 
office responsible for the area in question. Ask to speak to someone about current road conditions and closures 
and describe your route to them. Ask which logging company(s) built and/or maintains the roads you will use. Ask 
if the Forest Service have any current information about road conditions, logging activity in the area, snow levels 
and any possible road closures. 
Contact the relevant logging company offices and ask the same questions. Use the road names and branch numbers 
from the most recent logging road map you have to make sure you are finding out the right information. Much of 
this information is now available online - see facing page for links. 

Which way now?!   Checking the Wild Isle beta on the summit of Mt Colonel Foster.                         photo: Greg Shea

Clubs & Online Communities
Alpine Club of Canada: www.alpineclubofcanada.ca

Alpine Club of Canada Van. Island section: www.accvi.ca

Club Tread: www.clubtread.com

Comox District Mountaineering Club: www.comoxhiking.com

Federation of Mountain Clubs of BC: www.mountainclubs.org

Island Mountain Ramblers: www.sites.google.com/site/islandmountainramblers

Outdoor Club of Victoria: www.ocv.ca

Take a Hike Vancouver Island: https://www.facebook.com/groups/420143014690636/

UVic Outdoors Club: http://groupspaces.com/UVicOutdoorsClub 
Vancouver Island Cave Exploration Group:  www.cancaver.ca/bc/viceg

Vancouver Island Climbing & Mountaineering Group: www.facebook.com/groups/islandclimbing/

Online Resources
BC Government Map Place: www.empr.gov.bc.ca/Mining/Geoscience/MapPlace

Online database of British Columbia topographical maps.
BC Highway Webcams: www.drivebc.ca
BC Parks: www.env.gov.bc.ca/bcparks/
Canadian Avalanche Association: www.avalanche.ca

Canadian Mountain Encyclopedia: www.bivouac.com

Centre for Topographical Information: http://geoapps.nrcan.gc.ca

A complete database of Canadian topographical maps. Search for map sheets using terrain name searches, retrieve 
coordinates for thousands of Canadian places.
Climbers Access Society of BC  (CASBC): www.access-society.ca

Discover Camping: www.discovercamping.ca 1-800-689-9025
Driving Times & Distances: www.vancouverisland.travel/driving.php
Island Avalanche Bulletin: www.islandavalanchebulletin.com

Island Hikes: www.islandhikes.com

Island Timberlands Access Information: www.blog.islandtimberlands.com

Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations: www.gov.bc.ca/for/
Mount Cain Snow Report: www.mountcain.com
Mount Washington Snow Report: www.mountwashington.ca
Snow Forecast: www.snow-forecast.com

Strathcona Wilderness Institute: www.strathconapark.org

TimberWest Public Access Information: www.timberwest.com/community/access.apx

Vancouver Island Trails Information Society: www.hikingtrailsbooks.com

Weather Network: www.weathernetwork.com

Weather Office: www.weather.gc.ca
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If your approach uses a Forest Service or BC Parks trail, visit either ministry’s web site or call their local office for 
details of current trail conditions. Pay particular attention to bridge conditions, snow levels and specific cautions 
for your trail.
If your approach does not use a trail then seek general information about current snow levels and pay particular 
attention to the topo map and approach descriptions to plot your route into the alpine.
During the winter and early spring check current avalanche forecasts and bulletins. Log on to the Canadian 
Avalanche Association website at: www.avalanche.ca and our local Vancouver Island Avalanche Bulletin at www.
islandavalanchebulletin.com
For detailed weather info log on to www.weatheroffice.ec.gc.ca
Read the climbing route information carefully and talk to any climbers you may know who are familiar with the 
route. Visit www.islandhikes.com and check the discussion forum for threads on your objective. Prepare your 
equipment accordingly.

Travel Modes
The variation in seasonal snow cover in the Island mountains presents a number of options for travel throughout 
the year. In high summer through fall expect moderate to little snow cover. Unless planning to travel across any 
glaciers good hiking boots are all that is required. Consider gaiters off-trail (even small ankle gaiters help) to keep 
needles and twigs out of your boots. 
During the winter, frequent heavy snowfalls blanket the alpine. Travel is best by skis or snowshoes. Don’t even 
consider travelling in the alpine without either between December and April. 
As spring arrives the snowpack consolidates and by mid-May travel is usually okay with just boots but ski touring 
conditions may be good as late as the end of June.

Grid References & Waypoints
Grid references and Lat-Long waypoints appear throughout this 
guidebook. Grid references relate to the blue grid overlaying the 
1:50,000 government topo map sheets. Most references are 
simple four figure coordinates appear in the text as: GR 8941
The grid reference is split into two parts. Grid references are 
read with eastings first and northings last. Reading across the 
top row of numbers look east to 89. Then cross reference that 
column with row 41 from the northings down the left edge of 
the map to find the square contained at 8941. The reference 
indicates Eena Lake.
In a six figure reference such as; GR 879378 the numbers are 
still split in half 879 and 378. The first two figures in each trio 
work as explained above. The third digit (9 and 8) refer to a 
further factor of ten division of the square at those coordinates. 
879378 is the six figure grid reference for the summit of 
Horseshoe Mountain.

Winter Ascents
Winter ascents of mountain summits are only recorded between the winter solstice December 21st and the spring 
equinox March 21st. 
Some climbs listed as winter routes have been recorded outside of these dates which seems reasonable as the intent 
of the first ascentionists was to ‘winter climb’. The conditions of winter routes for inclusion in future editions will 
be done on a case by case basis. Experience shows that winter climbing conditions are plausible before December 
21st but unlikely after March 21st. Regardless, an ‘official’ winter ascent of a peak must take place during winter 
and the dates mentioned above.

Using This Guide

John Kristian on Triple Peak North Buttress                                               photo: Francis Bruhwiler
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The increasing use of handheld GPS units in the backcountry adds the convenience of waypoints described by 
latitude and longitude coordinates to describing remote locations. The convention for listing global coordinates 
is for the latitude to appear first followed by the longitude eg: 49°52’22.14”N 126°23’22.15”W.
GPS waypoints appear throughout this guidebook text and can be entered into gps, Google Earth™ and other 
navigational tools.
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Look for new route info, updates and additions: www.islandalpine.ca

Using This Guide

Each regional chapter has colour-coded head bars for quick navigation. The chapters start with 
a regional map, a description of the area along with a list of the map sheets covering the region, 
major access routes and trail descriptions, contact details for local forestry offices and companies 
and additional resource suggestions.

The peak sections continue with detailed descriptions of each individual mountain. The details 
of each peak listed include its official or local name followed by basic facts such as elevation, map 
sheet and grid reference, a description of the location and character of the mountain along with 
occasional trivia. Peaks are described with photographs showing the peak often from a variety of 
angles and seasons. Approaches and climbing routes are marked on many of the photographs 
with dashed or solid lines respectively (see below).

Approach details refer to the major access routes and trail information listed in the relevant 
chapter introduction. Some approach routes may also refer to approach details of adjacent peaks 
especially when the mountain is climbed as part of an alpine traverse. The approach details will 
describe access to the base of any technical routes and in the case of non-technical ascents, the 
route to the summit.
Some peak entries include references to journal articles that may provide valuable, 
addit ional  information. Abbreviat ions used are:  IB  = Is land Bushwhacker,  
CAJ = Canadian Alpine Journal. The value of such background reading can’t be emphasized 
enough.

For technical climbing routes, the routes are divided by season, either summer or winter and 
described individually with a reference to the line as illustrated on accompanying photographs, 
technical grades, length, quality rating, route details and first ascentionists when this information 
is available.
For more information on grading systems used see the following page.

Maps: There are two styles of maps in this guidebook, large scale regional maps to show the 
general location, road access and major geographical features and smaller scale topographical 
maps. 
The topographical maps are not intended for navigation but instead are designed to relate the 
text descriptions to the full Government issued topographical series maps.

Logging road
Hiking trails and unimproved approach routes.
Scrambling, 3rd class climbing, grade 1 & 2 ice.
4th & 5th class routes, grade 3 ice and up.
Dotted lines indicate route is hidden behind terrain feature.

Legend for Photographs

Each peak has an icon of Vancouver 
Island (showing Strathcona Park) with a 
star indicating the approximate location 
of the mountain.

Summer
Winter

Record summer and winter ascent dates 
for each peak
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Grading Systems
Several well established grading systems are employed throughout this book to define the difficulties encountered 
on each climbing route. As with all descriptive information these grades are only a general guide arrived at from 
the first ascentionists’ description and in some cases consensus from subsequent repeats. Parties following may 
encounter varied conditions and may even vary on the route line climbed. Treat all grades supplied as flexible. 
Routes climbed in summer conditions are listed like so:

NB North Buttress  ***  D      5.8    (lll)   400m

photo-topo 
reference

route name star-rating French Alpine Grade

Yosemite Decimal grade

NCSS alpine grade route length

French Alpine Grades
The International French adjectival alpine system (IFAS) is applied to Island alpine routes for the first time in this 
guidebook. The IFAS grade summarizes the overall difficulty of a route by factoring the length, difficulty, exposure 
and commitment-level of a climb. This overall grade considers approach difficulty, the length of the route, the 
number of difficult pitches and how sustained they are and difficulty of the descent. 
As this is the first attempt at applying the French Alpine Grade to Island routes some variation and anomalies are 
to be expected. With time and use refinements are inevitable. Feedback and community discussion will be useful 
in fine tuning its use.
The grades are in order of increasing difficulty:
F: Facile (Easy). Straightforward, possibly involving glacier travel snow and ice will often be at an easy angle.
PD: Peu Difficile. (A Little Difficulty) Routes may be longer at altitude, with snow and ice slopes up to 45 degrees. 
Glaciers are more complex, scrambling on 3rd and some 4th class terrain, descent may involve rappelling. More 
objective hazards.
AD: Assez Difficile. (Fairly Difficult) Fairly hard, snow and ice at an angle of 45-65 degrees, rock climbing mid-5th 
class (5.3-5.6), but not sustained, belayed climbing in addition to a large amount of exposed but easier 4th class 
terrain. May involve significant objective hazards.
D: Difficile. (Difficult) Hard, serious climbs with rock climbing consistently at  5.6 to 5.8, snow and ice slopes at 
50-70 degrees. Routes may be long and sustained or harder (5.10) but shorter. Serious objective hazards.
TD: Très Difficile. (Very Difficult) Very hard, routes at this grade are serious undertakings with a high level of 
objective danger. Sustained snow and ice at an angle of 65-80 degrees, rock climbing at sustained 5.9 and above, 
with possible aid, very long sections of hard climbing.
ED (1/2/3/4): Extrêmement Difficile. (Extremely Difficult) Extreme routes with exceptional objective hazard, vertical 
ice slopes and rock climbing, with possible aid pitches.

To indicate variations within a full IFAS grade, + or - symbols are used extensively.

NCCS Alpine Grades
• National Climbing Classification System: NCCS grades, often called a ‘commitment’ grade, indicate the time 
investment in a route for an ‘average’ climbing team. NCCS grades are expressed as Roman numerals in brackets.
(l)   -   a climb taking 1 or 2 hours
(ll)  -   involves half a day
(lll) -  route requires most of a day to complete and descend
(lV) -  a long day climb requiring pre-dawn start.
(V) -   route requires at least one bivouac
(Vl) -  serious multi-day route
(VII) - remote walls climbed in alpine style.

Additional Information: Journal References
Many of the peak approaches and climbing route details, including a good percentage of the first ascents, have 
been recorded in magazines and journals. These stories and trip reports provide indispensable background reading 
giving great insight into the full measure of the effort many of these climbs require. Useful information such as 
seasonal approach conditions, selection and utility of equipment and fine details about the routes that aren’t 
possible to squeeze into a guidebook, can all be found in these tales. 
Where available journal article references are included, abbreviated like so:
IB = Island Bushwhacker the (now annual) journal of the Alpine Club of Canada Vancouver Island Section
CAJ = Canadian Alpine Journal the annual record from the ACC - a full digital catalogue: Ever Upward is an 
inexpensive treasure trove of Canadian alpine history. Order online from www.alpineclubofcanada.ca
Other useful background reading can be found listed earlier in this chapter.

The following  suffixes are used when applicable; R- runout, X- no protection, S- serious lead. The technical grade is 
given for the hardest single pitch and further pitch grades are given in the detailed route description  if applicable.

Star Quality Rating
To give a relative idea of a route’s quality, 1 to 3 stars are allocated to routes where an opinion was available. The 
assigning of stars to climbing routes is popular in almost all guidebooks but is a purely subjective practice. Is it 
really possible to have a bad route in the mountains? 
Despite being subjective, it is kind of fun and does help in choosing a route to go and climb. Factors considered 
in assigning quality stars include: route situation: aesthetics of the line, atmosphere and location; nature of the 
climbing: sustained difficulties, rock or ice quality; commitment, availability of protection and the route length.
Absence of a star is not necessarily an indication of its quality, no opinion may have been possible. The rating is 
given relative to other routes on the same mountain or neighbouring peaks. 
 *  Worthy climb
 **  Must do
 ***  Classic

Route Length
Measuring the physical length of a climbing route is generally done with one of two conventions: either a figure 
for the vertical gain a climbing route ascends or the length of the actual climbing required to complete the route. In 
climbing areas with very steep, defined lines it makes sense to describe the elevation gained. However for routes at 
a lower angle this can be very deceptive. For example the Summit Traverse of Mt Colonel Foster may only add up to 
several hundred metres of overall elevation gain from one end to the other but the ridge spans almost 2 kilometres. 
To account for this discrepancy route lengths are given as a total of the overall distance covered and climbers 
can use topographical and/or GPS data to determine the actual elevation gained along the way. 
For routes that climb features that start below the alpine/treeline eg: Mt Cain East Ridge, Mt Regan North Ridge 
etc... the route length described is generally from treeline or the start of technical difficulties and does not include 
the approach below treeline.
NOTE: Unless it is clearly stated that the distance is a round-trip the figure given is the distance only one-way ie: 
from the route start to the top or summit and does not include the descent or return trip.
The photographs within this guide and personal experience should provide a fairly good view of the relative 
steepness of most of the routes.

Travel & Climbing Times
Because travel and climbing times vary so widely with season, the fitness level and confidence of each group and 
a whole range of other factors, the use of suggested travel times is kept to a minimum in Island Alpine Select. The 
NCCS and IFAS grades give a ballpark idea of the time and commitment required for an average party and are 
useful for comparing routes in the Island Alps to other climbing areas.
Beyond that, it is recommended that you use personal experience and feedback from other climbers of similar 
ability to estimate how long any particular trip may take you and your team. 
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The Bush!
• Island Bush Grade helps define the unique experiences encountered while travelling through the vegetation 
of Vancouver Island.
B1 - Open old-growth, knee height or smaller vegetation. Travel speeds similar to trails.
B2 - Light, chest-high vegetation, travel not impeded but slowed. Moderate angled slopes.
B3 - Dense, head height vegetation (eg: false azelea). Travel impeded and route finding challenging. Moderate 
to steep angled slopes. Vegetation may assist progress at times.
B4 - Thick, entangled vegetation (eg: slide alder) requiring constant negotiation. Progress severely impeded with 
frequent obstacles on steep grades. Fallen logs, bluffs & slash/burn debris to be expected.
B5 - A higher plane of existence, where the mind must transcend the body trapped in the painful, primordial 
struggle for bio-global supremacy between plant and animal. Packing skis usually assists in reaching this level.

Rock Climbing Grades
• Yosemite Decimal System is used to define the technical difficulty of terrain encountered on alpine rock routes, 
in relation to other routes.
Class 1 - Hiking terrain
Class 2 - Steep hiking off trails often with use of vegetation or rock for handholds.
Class 3 - Rocky scrambling terrain, handholds required with short steep steps. May be exposed to drops below.
Class 4 - Exposed, steep terrain and some tricky moves with handholds. Some parties may use roped belays.
Class 5 - Vertical rock terrain requiring roped belays, protection anchors and running belays.
5.0-5.4 - (Low 5th Class) Large foot and handholds akin to climbing a ladder on exposed terrain where a fall may 
have serious consequences.
5.5-5.8 - (Mid-5th Class) More serious terrain with strenuous climbing on positive holds. Ropes and 
protection required by all but the most confident climbers. The limit of difficulty that can be reliably climbed 
with full shank mountain boots.
5.9 up - Vertical rock terrain requiring a high level of fitness, climbing consists of small hand and foot holds or 
very strenuous moves on larger holds. Most parties will use rope belays, considerable protection and rock shoes.

Aid Climbing
• Aid Rating Systems - there is only a little aid climbing done on Vancouver Island and few routes described in 
this book employ aid to any degree. The classic A0 to A5 rating could apply:
A0: Occasional aid moves often done without aiders (etriers) or climbed on fixed gear; sometimes called “French 
free.”
A1: All placements are solid and easy.
A2: Good placements, but sometimes tricky.
A3: Many difficult, insecure placements, but with little risk.
A4: Many placements in a row that hold nothing more than body weight.
A5: Enough body-weight placements in a row that one failure results in a fall of at least 20 meters.
• Clean Aid - basically the clean aid scale is the same as the original ‘A’ system but implies the use of removable 
(TRAD) protection typically found on a free climbing rack eg: stoppers, cams, hexcentrics etc... The use of pitons 
would automatically fall under the ‘A’ system. C0 to C5 designate the aid required as described under A0 - A5 above.

Fred Put climbing rare low elevation ice on the east side of the White Ridge, Gold River.         photo: John Put

Ice Climbing Grades
• Scottish Ice Climbing grading system is to describe the difficulty of technical winter routes. This system is a 
good fit for Vancouver Island as both regions share similar temperatures, maritime climates where snow and ice 
is seasonal and some distinct similarities in route character as well. 
1 - Steep snow walking terrain. An ice axe is essential in summer conditions with crampons to be considered in late 
summer fall, especially if there is bare glacial ice exposed. Skiable terrain in winter. Akin to 3rd class in Yosemite 
system for summer conditions.
2 - Routes with short steep sections and minor pitches, two tools to be considered and crampons or step cutting 
required. Akin to 4th class in the Yosemite system for summer conditions.
3 - Routes with at least one steep ice pitch and several minor ones. Sustained ridge climbing. Similar to low 5th 
class in Yosemite system for summer conditions.
4 - Climbs with several long steep ice pitches with sustained climbing of a serious nature. Mixed ice and rock 
terrain to be expected.
5 - Long difficult routes with sustained vertical ice. Mixed terrain to be technical but well protected.
6 - Technically exacting routes. Multiple rope lengths of continuously vertical ice. Mixed terrain to be technically 
very hard and poorly protected.
7 - Multi-pitch routes with long sections of vertical or thin ice, or mixed routes with lots of highly technical climbing.
It’s important to note that in most alpine climbing areas in Canada alpine ice generally means summer season 
permanent glacial type ice. However on Vancouver Island there is very little ice of this character. Alpine ice in the 
Island Alps is mostly a winter phenomenon and more akin to Scottish neve, being a plastic mix of snow and ice 
(snice!). 
There are also waterfalls that freeze up in more of a classic water ice consistency and so a distinction between pure 
water ice climbs and those of an alpine or mixed character is made using the prefixes WI and AI respectively.

D Silent Footsteps   ***  WI 4    110m

GE The Great Escape   **   D    AI 3    (lll)  400m

Routes with varying grades (eg: due to seasonal snow buildup or other changing conditions) may be described 
with a hyphen eg: AI 3-4. Routes graded between whole grades use a slash eg: WI 3/4.

As to be expected alpine ice routes also include an NCCS and IFAS French Alpine grade for commitment and time.

Wild Isle Guides
get around
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Recommended Climbs
Recommended Climbs

Zsana Tulcsik - on Westside Route                                                         photo: Francis Bruhwiler

Summer Routes*
Facile: 
Mt Harmston: South East Ridge

Peu Difficile:  
Mt Arrowsmith: North Ridge via Saddle Route
  West Ridge  
  Judges’ Route 
  Un-Judges’ 
Rambler Peak: Spiral Staircase 
Golden Hinde: South-East Couloir 
  West Ridge 
Matchlee Mountain: North West Ridge  
Mt Colonel Foster: South Gullies 
Mt Septimus: X-Gully & North Glacier 
Mt Rosseau: North-East Ridge 
Victoria Peak: South-East Ridge 
Warden Peak: North Face 
Rugged Mountain: Walsh-Facer-Hutchinson 
 

Assez Difficile: 
Triple Peak: Scramblers’ Route 
Red Pillar:  East Buttress 
Big Den Mountain: Perimeter Ridge 
King’s Peak: North Spur 
  Pauper’s Buttress  
  Tea With Her Majesty 
Elkhorn Mountain: North West Ridge  
  North Ridge 
Rambler Peak: West Buttress 
El Piveto Mountain: Conquistador Ridge 
Matchlee Mountain: North Buttress  
  Fickle of Pickle  
  North East - North Peak Traverse
Mt Septimus: Route 2 Variation 

Difficile: 
King’s Peak: Northern Lights 
Elkhorn Mountain: Into The Sadistic 
  South Ridge - Catwalk 
Mt Colonel Foster: Summit Traverse 
  Lost Boys 
  North Buttress 

Rambler Peak: North Buttress & Ridge 
Mt Tom Taylor: Southwest Buttress 
Victoria Peak: North-East Buttress 
  The Sceptre 

Très Difficile: 
Mt Colonel Foster: Cataract  
  East Face  
  Into The Mystic 
  Double Shot 

Extrêmement Difficile:  
Mt Colonel Foster Super Arete 

Winter Routes*
Facile: 
Mt Arrowsmith: Judges Route 

Peu Difficile:  
Mt Arrowsmith: UnJudges Route 
  Lost Gully 
Mt Myra:  North West Ridge 

Assez Difficile: 
Mt Arrowsmith: Newman-Foweraker
Big Den Mountain:  The Great Escape 
Elkhorn Mountain: West Couloir
Rambler Peak: Spiral Staircase
Golden Hinde: South-East Couloir
Warden Peak: Perfect Guilbride Pfeiffer Route

Difficile: 
Big Den Mountain:  Mia Couloir
Elkhorn Mountain: Winter Needle
Matchlee Mountain: North Couloir
Victoria Peak: The Sceptre

Très Difficile: 
Rugged Mountain: Lee-Hinkkala

Extrêmement Difficile:  
Mt Colonel Foster: Grand Central Couloir
  Direttissima

* In random order for the grade
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New Route Information

New Route Information
New route information, corrections and updates for any climbs and/or access details are welcome for subsequent 
revisions and new editions of Island Alpine & Select. 
Please ensure that any new route claims are legitimate. Most alpine features are simply too broad to warrant 
multiple variations being described, named and claimed as first ascents. If in doubt look at the relationship of 
routes described herein. Keep in mind that the Island Alps have a century of climbing history and it’s almost certain 
that most of the standard routes have been climbed in a variety of ways before.   Make your new route worth it!
Climbing route information is best described using a photograph and a concise written description. Please submit 
two digital photographic files in .jpg format at high resolution. Submit one clean photo for possible inclusion in 
the book and a second file which should have the route marked with a clear line. 
Pictures that work best are horizontally composed and of a sufficiently wide enough angle to show the route’s 
location on the mountain. Don’t forget to include with the written description a route name, length, grades and 
any other pertinent information like access details.
Peak summit first ascent claims (winter and/or summer) for climbs approached by helicopter will be ignored.
Information can be submitted to Wild Isle Publications, 
by email to info@wildisle.ca For regular postings of new & updated route info log on to www.wildisle.ca/islandalpine

Photographs In This Guide
The photographs used throughout this guidebook are chosen to show the approach and climbing routes detailed 
as clearly as possible; although in some cases photographs are selected just for inspiration because they show the 
peak from an interesting angle. The huge variation in seasonal snow cover creates widely varying conditions in the 
alpine throughout the year. This should be taken into consideration when looking at the photographs. 
In some cases, where space was limited  or another photo was not available, a photo taken in one season (say winter) 
may be used to show routes climbed in an opposite season (summer). Often winter photos have been deliberately 
chosen to show summer routes because the detail is clearer. 
Many of the Vancouver Island mountains look far more impressive during the winter and spring with their mantle 
of snow than during the summer or fall. The month each picture was taken is mentioned in the caption to help 
put the picture in seasonal perspective.
All photos are by the author unless otherwise noted.

Bill Phipps, record-holder for most ascents of the Golden Hinde, in his natural habitat.

The Island Alpine Rack
Protecting the Island basalt is notoriously tricky. While the rock is generally solid the head games are usually played 
on runout leads. Advice on choosing the right gear for an Island alpine route is often the main information sought 
by those planning a climb. Ideally experience is the best way to hone equipment needs as everyone’s appetite 
for protection is different. Below are a samples of gear taken on recent climbs. By no means are these definitive 
selections but rather simply offered as examples of racks used by experienced Island climbers.

To Carry Pitons or Not??
Pitons have long been part of the mountaineers arsenal but as more sport climbers gravitate to the alpine the 
use and techniques of pitoncraft seem to have been largely forgotten. Pitons are heavy and a hammer adds to the 
burden. An alpine hammer (eg: BD Venom)  can be substituted for an ice axe to help cut down on weight. Knife-
blade pitons can be placed where little other protection will fit and larger pitons like angles and lost arrows are 
less expensive to leave at rappel stations than a camming unit. Ultimately though it’s an individual call.

Peu Difficile
35m 9.2mm single rope
4x 120cm slings, 240cm sling for rappels
2x 60cm slings
2x cams
4x wired stoppers
1x 5m 7mm cordalette
4x locking carabiners
harness, helmet, belay device, rappel prussik

Assez Difficile
60m 10mm single rope
2x 120cm slings
2x 60cm alpinedraws, 2x quickdraws
240cm sling for rappels
6x cams #0.5 to #2
4x wired stoppers
1x 5m 7mm cordalette
4x locking carabiners, 2 pear (Munter) Carabiners
harness, helmet, belay device, rappel prussik

Difficile and above
2x 60m double or twin ropes, correct belay device
4x 120cm slings
4x 60cm alpinedraws, 4x quickdraws
3 or 4x 240cm sling for rappels
8x cams #0.25 to #3
Set of wired stoppers, few ‘old, leaver’ stoppers
pitons, alpine hammer
2x 5m 7mm cordalette
4x locking carabiners, 2 pear (Munter) Carabiners
harness, helmet, rappel prussik
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Mt. Colonel Foster northeast aspect from Elkhorn southwest approach, July.

Mt Colonel Foster

Mt Colonel Foster

Mt. Colonel Foster
7,005 ft / 2,135 m
Mt. Colonel Foster is Vancouver Island’s unrivalled alpine climbing mecca and home to the 
Island’s most challenging winter and summer alpine routes. The mountain is located in a 
dramatic cirque near the head of the Elk River, a major tributary of the Campbell River.
‘The Colonel’ has a precipitous 1,000m (3,300 ft) northeast face which plummets, from a serrated summit ridge of 
six distinct peaks, in a series of well-defined buttresses and plumb-line couloirs. The routes up these features are 
of a scale comparable to any major alpine peak and it is fair to say Mt. Colonel Foster is home to some of Canada’s 
finest alpine climbs. In 1958 Ferris Neave described the mountain: “it is second to none... in the savage profusion of 
cliff and tower which garnishes its upper structure”.
Fittingly the highest point of the massif is also the most inaccessible. The elusive summit has become steeped 
in Island mountaineering lore and the Colonel has a rich history of climbing endeavour. It is a testament to the 
mountain's character that while most peaks in Strathcona Park had been climbed by the 1930s (many as early as 
1913), Mt. Colonel Foster's summit didn't see a visit until Michael Walsh made it in 1968. 
Since then the Colonel has seen the steady growth of a list of superb climbs to the point that now most of the 
major, high-profile  features have been climbed, although there’s plenty of potential for more and ever-harder 
lines. A quick glance at the West Face will reveal that there is more yet to come from the Colonel. And it will be 
well worth the effort for those that continue to plunder the mountain’s treasures. The summer rock and winter 
neve is undeniably world class. By any route climbing Colonel Foster is an atmospheric, big mountain experience 
cherished by all who climb it.
Mt. Colonel Foster is named for Colonel William (Billy) Wasborough Foster who was a climber and chair of the 
Alpine Club of Canada Vancouver Island Section in the early 1900s. As Minister of Public Works he was able to 
procure valuable assistance to the successful 1912 Alpine Club of Canada expedition to Elkhorn led by Edward O 
Wheeler. It was Wheeler and his party that seeing the impressive mountain across the valley named it after Foster. 
First Ascent: Michael Walsh June 1968
First Winter Ascent: Joe Bajan, Ross Nichol, January 1978
Map Sheet: 92 F/13 Upper Campbell Lake - GR 9314  (see also 92 F/12 Buttle Lake)

Curtis Lyon high on Into the Mystic, Mt Colonel Foster                            photo: John Waters

Summer
Winter
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Approaches
Mt. Colonel Foster is located at the head of the ‘south fork’ of the Elk River and can be reached most easily via 
BC Parks’ Elk River Trail. This well maintained and popular trail runs 11 km from the trailhead on Highway 28 to 
its terminus at Landslide Lake. Two main routes branch off the Elk River Trail: the Elkhorn (NW) trail to Elkhorn 
Mountain and the Upper Elk Valley tread to Rambler Peak, Elk Pass and points south toward the Golden Hinde.
Elk River Trail: To reach the trail drive 65 km west of Campbell River on Highway 28 to the well signposted 
trailhead and parking lot. The Elk River Trail has a gentle grade gaining only 600m (2,000 ft) over 11km and is a 
fast and straightforward hike. Allow 2 to 6 hours to reach Landslide Lake depending on the party and pack loads. 
Camping on the ERT is only permitted at two designated sites: Butterwort Creek (6 km) and the Gravel Flats (9 
km). There is an outhouse, tent sites and food cache at both sites. Fees for camping must be paid at the trailhead 
prior to departure using the envelope and deposit system provided. Camping is not permitted at Landslide or 
Foster lakes. However climbers often bivvy or cache equipment near Foster Lake. 
Foster Lake: Hidden from view at Landslide Lake is the high tarn of Foster Lake nestled under Mt Colonel Foster’s 
East Face. Because of its central location Foster Lake is the hub for the majority of the climbing on the mountain 
including the East Face and approach routes to the South and North cols. 
To reach Foster Lake follow the Elk River Trail to its end at the east shore of Landslide Lake. Hike all the way to the very 
shore of Landslide Lake and follow the marshy edge to the left (south) to locate a rough but easily followed route 
around the south shore of the lake. This part of the lake shore was washed clean by the wave of water and debris 
unleashed by the 1946 earthquake and the vegetation is dense, regenerating slide alder and small conifers. The 
hiking route traverses the hillside 75-100m above Landslide Lake and then descends through an avalanche chute 
to the small but turbulent creek that drains Foster Lake into Landslide Lake. Hike directly up the creek boulders 
exiting the creek bed to the left halfway up.
The route crosses a series of small terminal moraines that mark successive waves of recent glacial activity and 
then arrives at the (typically chilly) east shore of Foster Lake. The cold air is a good reason to push on to the cols.
South Col: Viewed from Landslide Lake the South Col is the deep notch and snow tongue on the left (south!) side 
of the mountain between the long ridge of Slocomb’s Rise and the main massif of Mt Colonel Foster. The South 
Col provides access to climbing routes and descents around the south end of the mountain. This includes access 
to the South Gullies and the Southeast Peak, the most popular climb on Mt. Colonel Foster, the Summit Traverse, 
Snow Band Route and routes on the West Face. It is a tough slog to drag a full camp to the South Col and many 
climbers stash gear at Foster Lake and bivvy at the col en route to their climb. 
To reach the South Col from Foster Lake hike along the moraine gravel and boulders to the left (south) side of the 
lake (as viewing the mountain). Ascend the wide, lower snowfield to reach the base of a system of snow gullies 
and/or rock slabs that turn up to the right (west). The extent of the lower snowfield varies from year to year with 

Rambler Peak & Mt. Colonel Foster northeast aspect from Elkhorn south ridge, July.
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seasonal snowfall and subsequent melt but the trend as with everywhere on Vancouver Island is for progressively 
dwindling snow cover. In late season the exposed talus/moraine is much more complex to negotiate than the 
early season snow. 
With good snow cover (typically winter & early spring) one distinct gully in particular links the lower snowfield 
with the upper snow tongue. Assess its condition watching for moats and bergshrunds that form as the melting 
snow breaks up before using this route.
Once the snow starts to break up with the annual spring thaw avoid the linking gully and instead either scramble 
up the rock rib to the right of the gully or even better, locate a route angling up an exposed but excellent class 2 
ramp on vegetated ledges between the gully (to the left) and the steep cliffs of the East Face (to the right). 
There is exposure to avalanches off the cliffs and high, perched bowls of Slocomb’s Rise to the left (south) of the 
lower half of this route, with any amount of snow cover. Minimize exposure and time spent here as best as possible.
Either the snow gully, rock rib or ramp eventually leads to more open ground of rock slabs and seasonal snow 
patches above. Continue up the long, even angled chute on rock slabs, or the wide snowfield on the remnant glacier, 
to the South Col. By late summer and fall there may be exposed glacial ice and/or deep bergshrunds. A last steep 
step leads to the spacious South Col where there are bivouac sites and usually some water.
Slocomb’s Rise: Long overlooked, no doubt because the length of this ridge adds pretty-much an entire climb 
onto an approach to the South Col and to Mt Colonel Foster’s south end. But the long, arcing ridge of Slocomb’s 
Rise that separates Landslide Lake from the upper Elk River valley is an incredible feature with stunning views of 
the area and ultimately forms the left (east) wing of an entire encirclement of Landslide Lake - ie: the complete 
traverse of Mt Colonel Foster. See route details for Slocomb’s Rise for descriptions of how to incorporate the ridge 
into an approach to the South Col, see page 221.
Via Elk Pass: An alternative route to reach the South Col is to continue up the  Elk River on the hiking route to 
Elk Pass (used to reach Rambler Peak and the Golden Hinde traverse). From the lakes just below and to the north 
of the pass, head northwest up on to Slocomb’s Rise (GR 9413). Hike over this satellite peak and locate a hidden 
gully which leads down to the South Col. Descend the exposed, seemingly bottomless gully just 30m or so and 
then break out to the right (north) traversing into a second, short gully that lead down, directly into the South Col.
East Face: To reach the routes on the main East Face follow the approach description for Foster Lake from Landslide 
Lake on the well-worn path along the south shore and up the creek which drains Foster Lake into Landslide Lake. 
Choose the shortest route around Foster Lake either left or right to reach the base of the route. In early season it may 
be safer to cross Foster Lake directly rather than be exposed to rock and ice fall off the face traversing underneath it. 
Deep moats can form between the lower snowfield and the base of the rock face as the seasonal snow melts, 
requiring careful negotiation. Hard snow and/or ice may require crampons and/or step cutting.

Rambler Peak
Slocomb’s Rise

Slocomb’s Rise
Mt Colonel Foster

Foster Lake
Rambler North Col

Routes up to the South Col of Mt Colonel Foster, July.

Upper 
Elk Valley

GB
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Mt Colonel Foster

North Col: The North Col of Mt Colonel Foster is a wide-low saddle on the subsidiary ridge running northeast from 
the mountain, dividing Butterwort Creek from Landslide Lake. There is excellent camping at a cluster of small alpine 
ponds at the saddle and good bivouac sites higher up on the terraces below the North Tower although water can 
be scarce at these higher sites.
To reach the North Col the best approach is from Foster Lake. Follow the approach description from Landslide Lake 
to Foster Lake. From Foster Lake cross the creek at the outlet and then head right (north) directly up the moraine, 
keeping right. Look for a line of old growth forest to avoid the chutes of lower bush. Leave the moraine and enter 
the forest and pick a line up the hillside to the scoured basin below the landslide scar. 
A key landmark is a large pointy boulder lying on the high debris/moraine berm above the deep gouged creek bed, 
‘Joe’s Boulder’ (named for Joe Bajan after he beat Bill Perry, Ron Facer & Ralph Hutchinson in a race to the top!). 
From Joe’s Boulder head leftward toward the base of the North Tower along the crest of the moraine. The moraine 
face becomes lower until an easy line can be used to drop into the basin below the North Tower. Cross the basin on 
seasonal snow or talus to the far (north) side to the base of a gully angling up to the left. Ascend the gully on loose 
talus or snow to an upper basin and from there onto the ridge northeast of the North Tower. It is also possible to 
head more directly up from the base of the loose gully using a horizontal ledge and loose granite slabs to the saddle. 
Alternatively from the north shore of Landslide Lake cross Landslide Creek on the log jam at the outlet and bushwhack 
(B3+) up steep forest to reach the ridge overlooking the west side of Landslide Lake and follow this ridge to the 
North Col. This route is doable but is steep with two short bands of bluffs, very bushy and not recommended. 
A gentle ridge rises from the North Col forming a prominent shoulder at the base of the North Buttress. There is a 
good camp here and water from the névé at the bottom of the North Gully.
Butterwort Creek: The original approach route to the mountain before the construction of the Elk River trail and 
still a good option to reach the North Col and West Face while getting a taste of the pioneers’ adventures. 
Start from the Butterwort Creek campsite and keep to the north side of Butterwort Creek high above the creek 
until well into the valley. Cross to the south bank and head southwest up the timbered hillside to the North Col 
or head further back into the valley toward the two lakes and then up the major side valley past the tarn nestled 
under the West Face. A steep line leads up talus and seasonal snow underneath the Great West Couloir and onto 
the west shoulder. 
Butterwort Creek is a particularly good approach option in winter & early spring with good snow cover.

Approach routes to the North Col of Mt Colonel Foster from Landslide and Foster lakes, August.
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Slocomb’s Rise 
Slocomb’s Rise is the high ridge that arcs in an eastward to northeastward curve forming the east arm of Mt Colonel 
Foster and dividing the Landslide Lake cirque from the upper Elk River valley. It is a fairly large and complex alpine 
feature and certainly does have a distinct ‘peak’ (1,840m /6,037ft) but it is essentially the natural extension of 
the greater Colonel Foster massif. Slocomb’s Rise is well-worthy of attention for its spectacular situation, excellent 
moderate alpine terrain and its utility as a route to the high South Col of Mt Colonel Foster from Elk Pass and directly 
along its ridge crest over the stunning ‘Suspension’ Ridge. 
The unofficial name is suggested for Alfred Slocomb, a surveyor who made the first significant ascent of Mt. Colonel 
Foster to the Southeast Peak in the 1930s and almost certainly visited the top at that time.
The voie normale is straightforward to the high point, up the south flanks from Elk Pass, but there is some climbing 
potential on the north face: there are two steep ribs that run up above the south snow chute of Colonel Foster that 
might be especially interesting in winter or spring conditions, a particularly excellent looking winter line in a thin, 
steep gully further up the chute and the granite and basalt bluffs on the east face including the Gambler’s Bluff. 
The dramatic ridgeline following the crest all the way from Landslide Lake is an incredible alpine adventure with 
moderate commitment amongst some of Vancouver Island’s most impressive alpine topography and would be an 
outstanding way to start a complete traverse of Mt Colonel Foster for the ultimate full Landslide Lake encirclement.
Approaches: The summit of Slocomb’s Rise can be most easily reached from the upper Elk valley, just north and 
below Elk Pass, see details for approaches to Rambler Peak to Slocomb’s Southeast Flanks see page 203. 
The Suspension Ridge can be gained at its very toe, directly off the Elk River trail by striking into the forest just below 
Landslide Lake. Most commonly the lower ridge is visited for the views of Landslide Lake & Mt Colonel Foster but 
the full route is an excellent long, moderate climb. The key to accessing the ridge, head-on from the ERT, is finding 
a left-trending ramp system through a cliff band in the lower forest just a few hundred metres east of Landslide 
Lake. Other options can be used around Landslide and Foster lakes striking straight up the hillside. 
The lower Suspension Ridge can also be reached from the upper Elk valley below and west of Rambler’s North 
Buttress. From the point close to where the hiking route meets the Elk River at the exit (north end) of the Rambler 
canyon, cross to the west side of the Elk River and work a long, rising traverse rightwards (north) up benches through 
some steep bush and a few exposed bluffs to gain the ridge at an obvious flat shoulder, great camping with water!
The hiking route into the upper Elk River valley can also be used to reach the climbing routes on the east face 
including the Gambler’s Bluff and the hiker’s route up the Southeast Flanks. 
An option that could be used to escape out of the South Col of Mt Colonel Foster takes a traverse from the col into 
a long, exposed gully that is easily scrambled with some 3rd class onto the ridge adjacent to the high point and 
easily lined up with the walk-off down the southeast flanks.  

SE Southeast Flanks   * F   2nd Class  1000m
Approach from the upper Elk River by hiking up from the open flats to the west of Rambler Peak just before the steep 
climb up to Elk Pass proper. Pick through the boulders to gain a indistinct ridge with bands of granite and seasonal 
snow. There is also a gully to the left (south) of the ridge that joins it higher up. Keep to the left of a small, busy creek 
and follow it up to a surprisingly wide, basin to the northeast of the small summit. A short steep step gains the top.

WG West Gully    PD   3rd Class  150m
Not much of a ‘route’ but important to link Elk Pass with the South Col of Mt. Colonel Foster. From the South Col 
locate a hidden gully system by scrambling up to a ledge that sneaks around to the right (south) into the exposed 
gully. Scramble up the gully to the high (often snow-covered) shoulder and up a short steep step on to the ridge 
crest, the high point is easily reached with one short steep 3rd class step.
Conversely this gully can be downclimbed to get from Elk Pass to the south col of Mt Colonel Foster or to link 
Slocomb’s Northeast Ridge with the summit traverse of Colonel Foster.

Routes
Mt Colonel Foster has a rich history of mountaineering adventure although this is paradoxically reflected in the 
relatively recent success of mountaineers reaching its various landmarks. Such is the nature of this apex of Island 
alpinism: much sought, scarcely attained. There is no easy way to reach the summit of Mt Colonel Foster. By any 
route the Colonel is a challenging peak, grades and numbers in guidebooks do not tell the full story and aspiring 
ascentionists should be just as prepared for retreat and disappointment as for success and elation.
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SR Suspension Ridge   ** AD   4th Class to 5.7  1800m
The long ridge of Slocomb’s Rise bounds the east side of the Landslide Lake cirque along the left skyline looking 
toward Mt Colonel Foster from the lake. It is an incredibly aesthetic feature with amazing views of the east face 
the Colonel, Rambler Peak and Landslide Lake. The climbing is surprisingly good on superb, coarse basalt short 
4th and 5th class steps are divided by easy walking with heather & small alpine trees and breathtaking views.
Access the lower ridge from the Elk River Trail just 200m short of Landslide Lake. From an open rock slab by the trail 
a short thrash through the bush leads into the old growth. Ascend just 75m up the forested hillside and traverse 
left (east) 400m below a band of steep cliffs to a leftward-angled, forested ramp and gully through the cliff band. A 
well-travelled bear trail leads up the ramp. From the top of the ramp a wide, forested gully leads to a bushy bench 
to the right (west side of the ridge). Follow the bench at a gentle angle upward and as it narrows break to the left on 
steep heather slopes and one short bushy bluff up to the crest of the ridge. Follow the ridge crest directly making 
a slight descent to a easy but exposed notch and then on to a camp spot below the steeper high ridge beyond.
Alternatively the start of the route and the camp can be reached by a steep rising traverse from the upper Elk valley 
out of the Rambler canyon, or from Foster Lake up a steep avalanche basin.
From the camp ponds head up easy heather on the crest of the ridge 150m to a notch. Scramble down into the notch 
to belay. Climb the clean face above 30m (5.7) with a couple of delicate moves right to easier ground. Continue 
up an exposed 4th class rib or vegetated gully onto 2nd class terrain for 250m to a second notch. Downclimb into 
the notch and then climb a short, steep 15m angled corner crack (5.6) with good protection directly up to the ridge 
crest and 3rd class scrambling. Easier 2nd class for 50m leads to a third, deeper notch.
Scramble down into the third notch and then traverse to the left, on the east side of the ridge, along a wide, sloped 
and exposed heather ledge under an overhanging roof cut into a leaning pinnacle. Climb up from the ledge on 
a choice of lines to regain the crest of the ridge. Continue up to an exposed, narrow dogleg in the ridge is the last 
major obstacle to the top of the north ‘bridgetower’.
Scramble down 3rd class steps with low-exposure ~75m onto the stunning, arched suspension ridge seen so 
prominently on the skyline from Landslide Lake. Cross to the south end of the ‘bridge’ and then more 3rd class 
scrambling leads up a broken (but intact) rock rib to the upper part of a pair of exposed heather gullies. Head up 
the lefthand gully to some trees then traverse up and right into the top of a second gully and easier ground leads 
onto the top of the south ‘bridgetower’.
From here easy walking along the ridge crest leads to the small summit of Slocomb’s Rise and optional descents 
down left (east) to Elk Pass, or down the gully to the right (west) into the South Col of Mt Colonel Foster. It is involved 
but not unreasonable to reverse the route with several rappels and lots of downclimbing.
FA: Various including Darren Wilman, Philip Stone, Josh Overdijk. Descended by John & Fred Put 1980s
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GB Gamblers Bluff - Righthand       **  D-   5.8 (ll)   350m
This line is first seen while crossing the open slide path on the upper Elk River tread just entering the Rambler 
Canyon below Rambler’s North Buttress. It forms the skyline on the right (west) side of the creek as a spur off 
Slocomb’s Rise and the extended ridge system dividing Landslide Lake from the upper Elk River.
Approach up the regular tread route into the Rambler Canyon and just past the entrance to the canyon where the 
tread meets the creek cross to the west side of the creek and leave the tread by ascending up 100m onto a heather 
terrace with a small pond which makes a perfect basecamp for routes onto Slocomb’s Rise.
To the right of the pond is a rising traverse on a bench and bushy ledge system that gives a good high approach 
route onto the crest of the Suspension Ridge straight to the camp at the base of the steeper steps in the ridge. To 
approach the Gambler’s Bluff head left (south) and cross the base of a long, deep gully. Head up 3rd class rock 
slabs, steps and bushy ledges to the base of a buttress on the right side of a series of undercut roofs.
P1- At the very right side of the base of the buttress belay on a small ledge. Step left onto a stack of loose blocks 
and up onto a small, exposed slab tucked below a large roof. Traverse right across the slab and then up a steep, 
shallow corner (5.8) step back left to avoid a small roof and then climb direct on good rock to heather ledges.
P2 - Scramble over a series of short rock steps above a left-angled heather ramp 3rd class
P3- Gain an aesthetic, low-angle, tapering rock rib to the left of an obvious dark, off-balance corner. Superb 3rd 
class scrambling up to a patch of cedars.
P4- Step left from the belay to the base of a shallow gully. Fix protection in a crack in the gully then step left out 
onto a beautiful open wall. Climb more excellent rock (5.6) direct to a ledge system with some boulders.
P5 - Walk up through the boulders and bands of krumholtz to a short (12m) wall. Climb the wall direct with thin holds 
(5.8) on more high quality rock up to the lip of a deep gully that splits the left (south) side of the whole buttress.
P6 - bushwhack through the cedars and spruce along the crest of the gully lip heading rightward and up onto the 
narrow crest of the buttress where the gully almost pinches it off. Class 2 & 3. Superb, airy block belay.
P7- From the right side of the boulder climb direct gaining a short, wide crack. Follow the crack until it peters out 
and then climb steep buttress crest above (5.8) to a lovely heather bench and tree belay.
P8- Cross the heather ledge and choose from a variety of finishing lines, to the left is an angled gully with a nice 
rock rib and to the right is a very prominent low-angle, light-coloured slab (4th class to 5.5) that leads onto the 
crest of the main ridge.
Follow the main ridge crest south on the crest of the Suspension Ridge to the top of Slocomb’s Rise and descend 
the Southeast Flanks to Elk Pass and return to the base,
FA: Josh Overdijk, Philip Stone 26 August, 2014

Slocomb’s Rise from the north on Elkhorn South, July. Note: well-defined twin buttresses above the south col snow chute.North profile of Slocomb’s Rise as seen from the Butterwort-Landslide divide, July.
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The south end of Mt Colonel Foster as seen from Slocomb’s Rise, August.
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The early attempts to reach the summit of Mt Colonel Foster in the first half of the 1900s were concentrated around 
the complex of high points at the south end of the mountain. As was often the case it was the surveyors who were 
first on the scene making ascents all in a day’s work versus the plotting and planning of the mountaineers.
The exact details aren’t certain but one way or another surveyors Alfred Slocomb and Jack Horbury reached one 
of the high points of the southern peaks of Mt Colonel Foster in 1936 or 37 and it is quite possible that it was the 
Southwest Peak. This fact was lost during the following decades as ‘true’ climbers vied for the Island’s prized summit. 
In August 1954 A. W. Lash, M. Lash, Syd Watts and Pat Guilbride reached the Southeast Peak closely followed a few 
years later in July 1957 by Ferris Neave, Hugh Neave and Karl Ricker who fought their way up the Southwest Peak, 
mistakenly believing at the time that it was the true summit. Of course it was Mike Walsh that finally reached the 
Main Summit in July 1968 and then quickly underscored his claim by traversing the five main summits with Bill 
Perry in 1971 and then the complete six peak traverse with Joe Bajan in ‘73.
Since then, for many Island alpinists, the ‘Southeast’ Peak of Mt Colonel Foster has become a sufficiently high point 
on Colonel Foster to call an “ascent” and for over two decades boasted its own summit register. 

SG South Gullies   * AD   AI1-3rd to low 5th  800m
An, atmospheric alpine climb and the most popular route to the Southeast & Southwest Peaks. Difficulty depends 
on season and the choice of route. Taking the easiest line is 3rd class or AI1 depending on seasonal snow cover. 
Approach from Landslide Lake to the South Col. From the col there are a number of options.
One route heads directly up from the col up a small scree/snow slope to the base of two parallel gullies (see photo 
left). When full of snow either of these gullies are straightforward climbs. The left hand of the pair is a little steeper 
but tends to hold the snow longer in the season. As the snow thaws out during summer both gullies become more 
difficult with exposed rock steps and lots of loose gravel. Ascend either gully then trend right to easier ground on 
the ridge crest. The narrow rock rib between the two gullies goes too - a steep scramble on decent rock. 
Another, easier gully arcs up further left (west) joining the more direct lines just before the ridge crest. To locate 
the base of this gully, hike straight through the south col trending right around the base of a wide rock rib. The 
easy gully rises from the southwest corner of the mountain joining the other two gullies from the col above their 
steepest section on a shoulder.
From this shoulder continue up the ridge crest watching for cornices and the precipice to the (right) east. Trend left 
(west) with some fun and airy 3rd class scrambling leading to the Southeast Summit. A cairn and summit register 
may be found on this high point. 
To continue on to the Southwest Peak, head north and downclimb or make a very short rap in an exposed and 
awkward chimney and cross the precarious blocks that choke the notch between the Southeast and Southwest Peaks. 
Drop to the left (west) side and follow an exposed but easy ledge leftward until a short easy scramble to the top of the 
Southwest Couloir. Scramble up the top part of the Couloir onto the Southwest Summit, the top of the South Peak.
FA: Alfred Slocomb, Jack Horbury 1936

FL    Fosters Logger       * D-   5.8 (II/III)   600m
From the south col approach as for the far left hand snow gully. 10m right of the gully is a small alcove with a large 
chockstone near the bottom. Belay at the base of the chockstone. Step up and left onto the arete. Climb up for 10m 
(5.7) then move right into a shallow corner above the chockstone continuing up easier ground to a semi-hanging 
stance in a alcove (40m). From the belay step left around the corner into an open book corner. Follow the corner 
for 40m of stellar climbing. Small edges for feet with a splitter finger/hand crack taking lots of gear and providing 
great moves (5.8+). At the top of the corner belay at left on top of the pillar. Move up and right, continuing up 
the corner for 20m to a small col. Belay there or run it out over easier ground where you meet up with the ridge. 
Continue up the open ridge trending right then direct over boulders to the Southeast summit.
FA: Gavin Harrison & Scott Kennedy July 2003

BR Bitterlich Route   *  D+  5.8 (lll)    600m
There’s a mix of history around this line, starting with an attempt by a BC alpine pioneers Ulf and Adolph Bitterlich. 
Takes the gully-chasm feature from the lower snow shelf off the south glacier and up the striking arete to the 
Southeast Peak. Climb 3 pitches up the gully and then trend right out onto the exposed arête. Climb a steep step 
on the arête and continue up to easier ground and the Southeast Peak summit.
First Attempted: Ulf Bitterlich, Adolf Bitterlich 1955. Completed Joe Bajan, Ray Paine August 1972
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Main Summit: Scramble up the easiest line at the left end (west) of the wall (15m low 5th class) to regain the ridge 
crest. Walk north along the top of the ridge as it narrows to a sharp and abrupt end. Rappel or down climb a 10m 
slab to a tight col. Climb (low 5th ) up a two tier pinnacle for 25m then downclimb back side of the pinnacle for 5m 
to an exposed notch.  Downclimb a few more metres to a wide rocky ledge on the left (W) side.  (Bivy).  Continue 
along ledge until it abruptly drops a 1000 feet down.  Make a very exposed move into the easy gully above, and 
climb back to ridge crest.  The main summit will be visible to the north.  Scramble along an open, narrow-at-times 
scree slope on the west side to below the main summit.  Climb 50m up broken boulders and gullies to main summit 
to locate or drop off beer and/or other refreshments!
Northeast Peak: From the summit drop onto a ledge system on the left (west) side or continue down along the crest 
with one 25m rappel to the col between the Main and Northeast Peaks. A short steep 20m scramble on the right 
(east) side of the ridge leads up to the Northeast Peak. Descend north off the Northeast Peak down scree covered 
ledges on the right (east) side of the crest. Descend to the deep col by a combination of downclimbing and 3 or 4 
30m rappells. It is possible to escape off the ridge down the gully to the west from this col.
Northwest Peak: Climb out of the col just to its left up low 5th class cracks into an obvious wide and very loose 
gully. A short 5.6 section leads out of the gully and up onto the Northwest Peak. Keep on the left (now north) flank 
of the Northwest Peak and regain the ridge crest north of the summit.
Descent to North Col: Down climb 4th class ledges and locate top of a line of rappel anchors. In late season the 
snow in the gully between the Northwest Peak and North Tower breaks up with huge hazardous bergschrunds. 
Avoid the schrunds by rappelling north face of Northwest Peak to col. In earlier season it may work to rappel into 
the gully higher up and descend the snow but be sure the bergschrunds don’t lurk below. If needed they can be 
avoided by rapping on the North Tower side of the gully.
From the North Col descend to Foster Lake and around the south shore of Landslide Lake on the tread.(CAJ 1972 
p.83, 1990-Fall p.26, 2000 p.5, 2006 p.11, 2001 p.31, 2012 p.65, 2007 p.12)
First traverse of five main summits: Michael Walsh, Bill Perry July 1971
First complete traverse with North Tower: Michael Walsh, Joe Bajan 27 August - 1 September 1973
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ST Summit Traverse   ***  D-   5.6 (lll/lV)  2200m
A superb alpine traverse with huge exposure, varied and interesting climbing and one of Vancouver Island’s finest 
summits as a reward. Unlike the solid rock of the East Face the summit ridge is littered with boulders and care 
should be exercised with the loose rock, special consideration should be given as it is very possible that climbers 
may be on face routes below the traverse. Luckily the choss does little to diminish the experience and there is also 
plenty of decent rock and quality climbing along the way.
The original attempt by Michael Walsh & Bill Perry was made from north to south but the traverse can be tackled 
in either direction. It is now most often climbed from south to north so that’s how it is described here. 
Approach to the South Col from Landslide Lake. Head around the south lake shore and up the moraine to Foster 
Lake. Skirt the south shore of Foster Lake heading left with a rising traverse up snow slopes and/or moraine scree. 
Enter the base of the south chute and ascend the snow in early season of rock ribs to the right in later summer 
when the thin snow gullies are broken up or thawed out. 
The snow above is an easy steep hike to the South Col - see page 218. Some parties bivouac in the col. 
Southeast Peak: The climbing starts by either of the South Gullies or Foster Logger. The easiest gully is past the col 
saddle on the southwest corner of the mountain. Ascend a choice of these routes to the Southeast Peak.
Southwest Peak : From the Southeast Peak head north to above a very narrow gap. Scramble down a short chimney 
onto the precariously perched boulders jammed in the gap. Shimmey across the blocks and then drop slightly 
down to the left (west) on to a small, exposed ledge that wraps around into a wide gully that leads up onto the 
Southwest Peak.
Upper Glacier: From the summit of the Southwest Peak scramble northward along, then down the ridge crest 
keeping to the right (east) side.  At a point above the glacier the ridge drops away in a shattered band of granite. 
Rappel or down climb along the granite dyke/gully onto the glacier (50m). Walk north across the snow past the 
Corporal gendarme to the base of a short steep wall. 
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East side of Mt Colonel Foster’s summit traverse.

West side of Mt Colonel Foster’s summit traverse.
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East Face
SB  Snow Band Route   *   D+  AI2 5.10  (lll)  800m 
Approach as for the South Col but leave the South Chute about three-quarters of the way up (1600m elevation) to 
the right (north) and make a rising traverse on the snow/talus slope that rises under the South Summits. A couple 
of rock pitches (5.10) lead on to a small rock or snow shelf. A class 3 ramp leads down to the upper glacier. Hike up 
the Upper Glacier and join the Summit Traverse near the gendarme. Can also be used as a descent route off the 
mountain with a couple of rappells over the rock step.  Exposed!! 
FA: Joe Bajan, Michael Walsh 27 June, 1976

SV Snow Band: Variation   *  D+  AI2 5.8  (lll)    800m
Climb the Bitterlach-Neave Route to the crest of the arete and then descend by rappell down an adjoining gully 
system back to the upper glacier. (IB 1999 p.29)
FA: Lindsay Elms, Pete Ravensbergen Aug 27,1999

CA  Cataract Arete   ***   TD   5.8   (lV)  1350m
A superb, long route, on mostly excellent rock, up one of Mt Colonel Foster’s most stunning features - the knife-edge 
arete below the Upper Glacier. Start 300m to the left of the waterfall. Scramble up 250m of 3rd class slabs trending 
right and cross a seasonal snowpatch. Pass below a second snowpatch and scramble 150m up the lower of two 
parallel, angled gullies 4th class. The gully ends at a small shoulder overlooking the deep waterfall cleft. Descend 
7m and traverse left to a to an exposed ledge with a rappel anchor on a large detached block. Make a committing 
50m+ free hanging rappel down to a small ledge just above the creek.  
Scramble down, cross the top of the cataract close to the brink and belay. The main arete rises up from here. Climb 
direct over a steep bulge to get established on the rock (5.7+).  Continue up 3 steep pitches (5.6-5.7) to a large 
vegetated ledge. Gain the crest of the arete and climb 7 full-rope pitches (4th to low 5th class) to a rotten rib. Keep 
to the knife-edge with stunning exposure for 3 pitches to the base of a large rotten flake. Climb over the flake with 
2 pitches on friable rock. Regain the arete crest for two more airy pitches to the base of a steep headwall. 
Descend slightly down to the left and then up a corner on steep rock (crux 5.8) back to the arete crest. Easier but 
incredibly exposed 3rd & 4th class scrambling for 200m along the sharp upper arete and scattered boulders arrives 
at a beautiful heather ledge below the Upper Glacier, an ideal bivouac if needed. A dramatic glacial arête leads 
150m up the snow/ice to the summit ridge near the gendarme. (IB 1988 Fall p.13)
Take in the main summit (2.5 hrs round trip from Corporal) and descend on the Summit Traverse over the south peaks.
FA: Philip Stone, Sarah Homer 6-7, August 1988

EX   Cataract: Expressway Variation *** TD   5.8   (lV)  1200m
A direct start to Cataract avoiding the waterfall rappel and the vegetated gullies on the lower route missing the 
full length of the main arete. 
Start 50m right of the waterfall and weave up 4th class ground 200m to a right trending ramp. Follow the ramp 
up and right for 400m avoiding seductive gullies & ramps that run out to the left onto the main Cataract Arête. At 
the end of the ramp is a super exposed notch, with crumbly, rusty coloured rock, overlooking the Grand Central 
Couloir. Make an exposed unprotected traverse left up steep face (5.7) to join and finish up the Cataract Arête. 
FA: Mike Waters, John Waters, 17 August, 2002

EF East Face     ***  TD-   5.8   (lV)  1100m
The first route climbed on the Colonel’s East Face and an established Island classic taking in some of the finest 
climbing on Mt. Colonel Foster. Start up a triangular rock formation bounded by gullies, into lower basin of the 
Grand Central Couloir, 4th/low 5th class. 
Traverse right, out toward buttress crest under a snowpatch (5.8). Climb a shallow depression for 2 pitches and 
avoid the overhangs above on the left (4th class) Regain the buttress crest and climb to the base of a steep wall. 
Take cracks and blocks for 2 pitches (low 5th class) to a right trending broken ledge system. 
On the right side of the buttress crest gain a recess below a crack & chimney. Layback up the crack (5.8) and 
take the chimney to the skyline. 3rd class scrambling leads to the base of the upper buttress. Trend right into 
a deep gully and climb low 5th class on loose rock for 200m to finish in a gap in the summit ridge below the 
main summit. (CAJ 1973 p.34, CAJ 1979 p.37)
FA: Richard Culbert, Paul Starr, Fred Douglas 2-4 September 1972
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GC Grand Central Couloir   **   TD   low 5th Class (lV)  1200m
Could also be called ‘Why?’ in honour of Bajan’s excellent self-examination in the CAJ. An awesome outing into 
the deeper reaches of the Colonel. Takes the main gully system below the Main Summit to climber’s left of the 
‘Culbert’ East Face Route. Start up a narrow gully to a large snowpatch in the main couloir above. Continue directly 
in the back of the couloir until you are forced to make an exposed traverse rightward on open rock slabs joining 
the East Face route to finish. (CAJ 1975 p.28)
FA: Joe Bajan August 1974

SA  Super Arete   ***  ED1   5.10+ (V)  1200m
An outstanding route up one of the most dramatic mountain feattures on Vancouver Island! The route climbs the 
prominent steep buttress directly below the main summit between the upper buttresses of the Culbert Route, and 
Into the Mystic. The climbing is exposed and excellent with very little loose rock, and the route sports a spectacular 
crux pitch of a very high quality.  
Climb up the Dirrettisima gully, for about 400m to ledges where the angle eases just above a huge jammed block 
(100m, 4th class). Climb a few metres up the couloir, and belay below a steep headwall.  
Traverse up and left along a faint weakness in the steep wall for 15m, above and right of a prominent rock scar, 
and continue up a corner/groove system to gain the ridge crest. (50m, 5.9). Continue up and traverse left along a 
ledge system, to a belay below a cracked slab.  (30m, 5.6)
Climb two pitches through weaknesses left of the ridge crest, and belay below the white headwall. (90m, 5.8). Two 
prominent cracks split the right side of the headwall.  Climb the left crack to a fixed piton belay at a good ledge in 
an exposed position atop the headwall.  An incredible, steep, and sustained pitch with good protection and rock 
throughout. (30m, 5.10d)
Climb above on easier angled terrain to gain the top of the steeper lower half of the buttress.  (50m, 5.7). Finish 
up 300m of mostly 4th class scrambling to the main summit. 
FA: Fred McGuinness, Alik Berg, 6 September, 2006

IM Into The Mystic    ***   TD+   5.10- (V)  1200m
An exciting climb direct up the buttress of the Northeast Peak on steep, clean and solid rock. The hardest climbing 
is in the lower half with a bold and intimidating start giving way to a series of sustained mid-5th class pitches 
and much easier 4th class scrambling in the upper half. Lead protection is adequate but far from abundant. Belay 
ledges are typically small with just better than marginal anchors. Technically however, as with much of Mt Colonel 
Foster’s East Face, the climbing has sustained interest on positive holds and superb rock. 
Locate the route line by the long, vertical light-coloured dyke on the buttress. The line starts  left of the dyke’s base, 
crosses it above the grey roofs (that the dyke cuts through) and then follows it on the right before crossing it to the 
left near its top, halfway up the route. Above the dyke trend right to the buttress crest and then follow the line of 
weakness leftward to the bivvy ledge then direct to finish.
Start with a short 4th class scramble at the right of the buttress toe by a small waterfall (seasonal). Depending on 
snow cover cross a band of snow trending left to the base of a rock rib. Two easy 5.6 pitches up the rib lead to a 
long, vegetated ledge cutting across the buttress. Traverse 75m to the left end of the ledge close to the couloir of 
the Dirrettissima.
Climb direct for 2 pitches taking an obvious line that keeps to the right of a series of stepped roofs to a rib that cuts 
between the last stepped roof step and another roof to the right. Climb 2 more pitches trending left (up to 5.9) 
locating the bottom of a chimney. Climb the chimney and exit on its left side (5.10-) to a shallow depression with 
small trees. Lead directly up slabs to a second steep chimney. Climb to the right of the chimney and then cross 
it at its top. Continue for three steep pitches just left of the buttress crest. Trend left for two pitches (5.6) crossing 
the prominent white dyke to avoid a series of overhangs and belay at a prominent flattening on the buttress crest 
below a headwall.
Climb 150m up vegetated gullies and a slab to a ramp and a small but defined gendarme overlooking the 
Direttissima (4th class to 5.5). Above the gendarme is a small sloping ledge (used for a bivouac on the first ascent). 
Traverse from the bivvy ledge into a shallow, loose gully. Climb the gully and then head direct through steep 
chimneys to the summit of the Northeast Peak. 
The fastest descent is down the Walsh’s Return gully on the west side of col between the Northeast and the Northwest 
summits. Traverse below the west face to either col and descend to Foster Lake (IB Fall 1989 p.20, CAJ 1990 p.51)
FA: Chris Lawrence, Philip Stone, Corrie Wright 10-11 June 1989
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East Face of Mt Colonel Foster as seen from lower North Ridge of Slocomb’s Rise, August.
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DS Double Shot   ***  TD+   5.10- (V)  1200m
Another superb route following a direct natural line with sustained climbing. 
Start up an easy 3rd class rock slab above and parallel to the Northeast Couloir to just above a small snow patch in 
the left side of the gully. Climb a steep, right-slanting flake and then traverse left, away from the gully and onto a 
right-trending ramp (5.9). More scrambling (~250m) on fine rock up the ramp to a big ledge system (some steep 
5.6, lots of 4th). Make an exposed traverse left 30m on ledges to a nice tree platform below a steep headwall. 
Scramble up about 50m to a short chimney and obvious crack system that split the upper buttress. 
Take the steep chimney and continue up a short, steep, face and then 2 pitches straight up the steep cracks/grooves 
(5.9) on the buttress crest to a boomerang-shaped lichen patch on the roof above. Solid rock, good gear and nice big 
belay ledges. Finish up 2 easier pitches up cracks and an easy gully to a wide right-slanting ledge. A short section 
(50m) of 3rd class leads to a perfect corner and  small notch on the top of the buttress. Traverse left for about 25m, 
then finish up 3rd class rock to the top of the Northeast Peak. (CAJ 2009, IB 2009 p.43)
FA: John & Mike Waters, Grant McCartney, 17 August, 2009.

WM    Waters-Monjo Route  *    TD-   5.8 (IV)  1000m
One of the easier routes up the east face of Mt. Colonel Foster. 
Start up the narrow toe of the Northwest Peak east buttress, between two snow gullies. Scramble 600m (4th to low 
5th) up the buttress crest to the left side of a large, obvious treed ledge. Walk to the right end of the ledge and with 
a few steep moves trend left back to a small shallow gully. Climb the gully walls onto ridge crest. 
Continue up beautiful ridge crest until the rock steepens. Climb left and up a highly-textured rock band to the ridge 
and to the base of the white pinnacle. Traverse left under the pinnacle and around the corner. Continue traversing 
the steep slab to an easy comer (5.8, 50m).  Climb the easy corner back up to the ridge crest. 
50m more of scrambling up onto the NW Peak summit.  The final 10m to the summit is easiest on the west side.  
FA: John Waters, Rene Monjo, 4 August, 2003

HG    Head Games   **    TD-   5.8 (Ill)  1000m
Takes a line on the left side of the Northeast Couloir up the east buttress of the Northwest Peak. Start up easy ground 
alongside the Couloir. When the buttress begins to steepen stay right into an hour-glass-shaped rock. Climb the 
right groove of the hour-glass to the large obvious treed ledge.  
From the ledge, climb up and right onto a thin buttress and into a narrow gully that parallels it just to the right of 
the Waters-Monjo route. Eventually joining it in the last 100m, avoiding difficulties on the right side of the buttress.
FA: Ryan Van Horne 15 September, 2013

NE   Northeast Couloir   *  D+   AI 2, 5.9 (lll)  700m
Takes the gully between the Northwest Summit and the North Tower on the East Face. The line was originally climbed 
as a spring route on the past winter’s snow in partial thaw. 
Approach to the base of the Couloir up the snowfield from Iceberg Lake. Beware of falling snow and ice blocks in 
spring thaw. Climb 300m of moderate angled snow up to a series of three steep rock steps. The first is 5.8. Continue 
up to below a chockstone, in thaw conditions water may flow over the climbing line! Pull the chockstone with or 
without a cold shower and continue up more easy angled snow to the third rock step, a shattered rib.
Moderate angle snow leads to the upper North Col between the North Tower to the east and the Northwest Peak 
to the west. Descend down the Evacuation Gully to the North Col and onto Landslide or Foster Lake. (CAJ 2000)
FA: Chris Lawrence, Chad Rigby 30, May 1999

WA  Walsh’s Foray   **  D-   AI1- low 5th class   1100m 
Superb climb and the original first ascent route of the mountain. Often touted as the least technical line to the Main 
Summit but this belies the exposure and commitment on what is unquestionably a serious alpine endeavour. In 
some ways, in  terms of popularity,  this ‘out and back’ route has been superseded by the full Summit Traverse. But 
as the traverse is more commonly completed in the opposite direction, from the South Col to the north, that leaves 
‘Walsh’s Foray’, to stand as a distinct and fine choice of route, especially if combined with the original approach up 
Butterwort Creek, for the full experience!
Approach from Landslide Lake via Foster Lake to the North Col or from lower down on the Elk River trail via Butterwort 
Creek valley. There are several camp & bivouac options with the best water being in the low point of the col.
From the North Col hike up the narrowing ridge to the North Shoulder directly below the North Buttress of the 
North Tower and onto the neve at the base of the notorious ‘Evacuation Gully’ that separates the North Tower from 
the rest of the massif. Either climb the gully directly in winter/spring or keep to the rock on the right to avoid leg 
snapping bergschrunds in later summer. 
Above the hourglass constriction in the gully there are several options to gain the rock, and/or seasonal snow & 
ice, on the right and climb up to the top of the Northwest Peak. 
Midway up the gully is a line out to the right (west) working a series of ledges across to the crest of the North Ridge 
of the Northwest Peak. Follow the ridge up over several short, steep steps. Alternatively another option leaves 
Evacuation Gully higher up, 20m or so from the top and climbs an exposed broken slab onto the summit ridge.
Once on the ridge crest cross shattered rock over the top of the Northwest Peak. Make a steep 175m descent, 
downclimbing (to 5.6) or rappel, down a very loose gully into the deep, narrow col between the NW & NE peaks. 
Climb up a steep 5th class step and a tricky bulge 20m above the col to an easier spur which is followed down to 
the left (southeast). Gain the rounded summit ridge and pass several small cols and lots of shattered rock keeping 
to the right (west) side of the crest and up to the summit of the Northeast Peak. 
Continue from the Northeast Peak southward, down into the col to the south. Exposed climbing weaves through 
precariously perched boulders along the ridge crest and up to the Main Summit.
Return following the same route in reverse as far as the deep col between the Northeast and Northwest Peaks. 
Either descend to the west down the gully to the base of the west face (2 rappels) and traverse back to the North 
Shoulder (Walsh’s Return), or retrace the whole climb back over the Northwest Peak and rappel down into the 
Evacuation Gully and over the bergschrunds down to the North Shoulder.
FA: Michael Walsh, 20 July 1968
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XR  X-Rated     * D+  5.9S  (lll)  550m 
Climbs an X-shaped crack system up the grey landslide scar on the east side of the North Tower with loose rock, 
poor belays and scarce protection. From the base of the scar climb a right facing corner to reach the left side of the 
“X”. Four scary, low 5th- 5.8 pitches including a unprotected 5.8 chimney lead to the centre of the “X”. Head left 
on loose flakes & blocks to a good belay. The remaining pitches are on good solid rock. A ramp leads to a steep 
chimney with decent protection. Climb a steep hand crack (5.9) or easier gully and traverse left under a roof then 
scramble the last 100 meters to the top. Descend the West Face to the upper north col & down the Evacuation Gully.
 FA: John & Mike Waters, Aaron Hamilton, 11 August, 2001

NB  North Buttress       ***   D   5.8  (lll)                  400m
One of the finest mid-length alpine climbs on Vancouver Island with all the atmosphere of Mt Colonel Foster but 
less commitment than the East Face routes. Start at the base of the middle of the buttress, typically on a small snow 
patch on a narrow ledge above the North Shoulder. Begin with a short, steep boulder-start off the ledge (snow).
P1-2 Climb up good, mostly clean rock and gain a left-curving crack (5.7).  P3 Follow a rightward trending ramp to 
the buttress crest.  P.4 climb direct up a steep headwall and crack (5.8). Follow a leftward traverse crack (5.8) to a 
dyke and up and then down (1 rap) into a small col. Descend off to the right (west) down the Northwest Face gully.
FA: Scott Flavelle, Perry Beckham, August 1977

LV  Left Variation: from curving crack traverse left and up a grey dyke in 4 pitches to the high col (5.8). 
FA: Ryan Van Horne, Michael Loch, June 2013
SF Summit Finish: Cross the col on the right (west) side and climb a short, steep wall (5.9) and then an 
off-width crack leading to easier 4th class up to the summit boulder garden. Descend by rappel down the West 
Face as described below. (IB Fall 1988 p.13)
FA: Philip Stone, Chris Lawrence July 10, 1988

NW  Northwest Face            * AD   4th class  (ll)          175m 
The Northwest face of the tower has a huge ‘Y’ shaped gully system. Climb the gully system above a wide ledge 
up blocks with an awesome chimney up the right branch to finish. (1973 C.A.J. p.82)
FA: Ron Facer, Joe Bajan, Bill Perry and Ralph Hutchinson, 1973

LB   Lost Boys    * D-   5.9  (lll)  175m
An excellent if accidental climb! Takes the right (west) side of the ‘Y’ gully up the northwest face. Negotiate the 
lower bergschrunds and climb 125m up the Evacuation Gully. Start up a short (10m) chimney on the left side (5.5). 
Climb a 4th class ramp to the right edge of a steep chimney. Make a tricky move and climb grooves and crack up 
the right wall of the chimney (5.6). Continue direct up steep cracks & shallow chimneys (5.7) to a thin rightward 
traverse (5.9). Climb blocky face to a flaring chimney through steep ground to reach 3rd class up to the summit 
boulder garden. (IB Fall 1990 p.18).
FA: John & Fred Put, 6 August, 1989

WF  West Face     AD- 4th class  (ll)     100m
The shortest & original route on to the North Tower and the usual (rappel) descent from other routes. Climb 200m up 
to the top of the Evacuation Gully. Below the upper north col traverse left on a series of ledges to a narrow chimney. 
Climb up the chimney for 15m then traverse to the right to a small platform. Continue rightward across the platform 
to a layback up a large block. Scramble up to the maze of broken blocks on the summit. Descend with 4 rappels.
FA: Michael Walsh 1968

Descents - North Tower
The best descents off the North Tower are made by rappelling down the west side of the tower into the Evacuation 
Gully. With good snow cover and no bergschrunds the fastest descent is down into the upper North Col. 4 rappels 
in total: two short raps to reach a huge boulder pinnacle, one long rap off the pinnacle down a steep face and a 
last short rap into the col. Take care down the Evacuation Gully to the lower North Col, two additional rappels may 
be required to negotiate the bergshrunds in the snow.
Alternatively descend the ‘Y’ gully system to the west of the North Buttress with 4-6 rappels.
Additional Info: Island Alpine p.228, CAJ 1972 p.83, IB 1999 p.29, IB 2000 p.5, IB 2001 p.31.

Mt Colonel Foster’s North Tower as seen from the landslide scar shelf, May.

North Tower
The North Tower is an interesting and distinct feature of Mt Colonel Foster, punctuating the massif’s amazing diversity 
of aesthetic features and high quality alpinism. As a somewhat stand-alone, and slightly lower feature from the main 
bulk of the mountain the North Tower offers all the atmosphere of the Island’s proving ground with a generally 
lower level of commitment. The rock is mostly clean and solid, with a few exceptions! Having said that the tower is 
not without its hazards and care should be exercised especially with the loose summit blocks and on the descents.

RR Ruth’s Ramble   ** 5.8 (IV)    1000m
Climbs the southern most Buttress of the North Tower.  start on the right side of the Northeast Couloir, scrambling 
up 3/4th class rock. moving into the Couloir until  reaching a scree slope that heads up on the right to the base of 
a head wall, climbed in to pitches 5.7 to Buttress crest. Scrambling on 4th class rock, untill reaching a beautiful 
5.8 50m finger crack, and onto where the Buttress meets the main Tower. Climb a left trending Dyke, over some 
loose rock and on to a broken ledge. Make a 30m Travers left, exposed 5.8. 
Scramble the last 100m to a bolder field and on to the summit of the North Tower.
FA: Ryan Van Horne, Mike Morris 1 September, 2013

SS Sid’s Scramble   ** D   5.8  (lV)   800m
Climbs the east buttress of the North Tower to the left of the grey landslide scar. Approach from Foster Lake up the 
moraine and bushy slide paths to reach a rightward trending ramp that leads up under the southeast toe of the 
tower. Scramble up the ramp on 4th class terrain for 300m to the base of the main buttress. At the end of the ramp 
the route turns left onto the east buttress, for 10 pitches following the buttress crest, just left of the landslide scar. 
The climbing is mostly low 5th to 5.5 with 2 pitches up to 5.8 to finish. The rock is good, protection difficult to find.
FA: Ryan Van Horne, Darren Wilman 24 July, 2013

Mt Colonel Foster north aspect from Crest Mountain, June.
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Looking up the Evacuation Gully and the North Tower (L) from below on the North Shoulder neve, July.

Doug Scott descending the west face of Mt. Colonel Foster.                                           photo: Greg Child
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Descents - main summits
There are many descent possibilities off Mt. Colonel Foster and choosing the right one, as with all alpine climbs, 
is crucial for safety and success.
Most experienced Island alpinists will agree that while some of the routes on the east face are not technically 
difficult, in a global sense, they all involve a high level of commitment because the scarcity of reliable protection 
could make a rappel retreat down a portion or all of that face a very serious undertaking. Having said that, if a 
retreat down the face were to be made it is worth considering that it would likely require multiple anchors built 
with hardware and that the small trees might be invaluable too. 
As far as regular, planned descents go the Summit Traverse offers the most obvious route off the mountain whether 
it be used to retrace the route back from the summit or to exit after completing a climb on the east or west faces. It is 
generally accepted that from the Main Summit the most expedient direction to leave the mountain via the summit 
ridge is to head to the south to the Southeast Peak and down to the South Col via the South Gullies. 
The exception to this would be to head north from the Main Summit and then down the gully on the West Face 
between the Northeast and Northwest Peaks. This option is often overlooked but has been used by several parties 
including by Mike Walsh on his return from the first successful ascent of the summit and Stone, Lawrence & Wright 
descending from the first ascent of Into the Mystic. From the deep col between the Northeast and Northwest Peaks 
seasonal snow and/or scree and downclimbing or 2 rappels lead down to the base of the West Face. A straightforward 
traverse along the base of the face to the south leads to the South Col. A slightly more exposed traverse northward 
leads up to the North Shoulder.
Several lines have been rappelled down the West Face notably from early winter climbs. The infrequency of winter 
ascents and thus descents makes it critical to be fully prepared with enough equipment to execute one. There are 
no established rappel lines or belays that can be counted on.
Elsewhere on the West Face, the Great West Couloir is a good option to descend from the Upper Glacier. It may 
eventually become the de facto standard route to and from the Main Summit once more established. Locate the 
top of the Couloir at the north side of the Corporal gendarme on the Upper Glacier.
Probably one of the most frequently used descent lines is off the Northwest Peak down into the Evacuation Gully. 
It cannot be stressed enough to take extreme care around this Couloir. It is steep and the complex snow features 
that form: moats, bergshrunds etc... have played a part in more than enough accidents to make this warning one 
to heed. Generally the upper gully is rappelled on climber’s right while the lower gully is rappelled by moving 
across to rappel anchors on climber’s left (under the North Tower). See photo above.
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GW Great West Couloir   *  AD   AI1 class 4 (lll)   325m
Viewed from the west, for example on Matchlee Mountain, it is hard to ignore this striking crescent-shaped couloir 
splitting the centre of Mt Colonel Foster’s West Face. Indeed climbers have been aware of this feature for decades 
and it was probably only the misinformation on the location of the true highest peak that prevented it being used 
as the first ascent route by Ricker, Neave & Neave in 1957. Like Walsh’s Return the Great West Couloir was first used 
as a descent route before being climbed itself (Lee & Shives off Direttissima 2014).
Despite being a late-comer, in the right conditions, the Great West Couloir is the most direct and straightforward 
route to the Main Summit of Mt Colonel Foster. It is safest with full, stable snow-cover and luckily despite its open 
southwest exposure the couloir has been seen to hold snow all year round. As with all gullies loose rock and snow 
movement can be an issue. First climbed as a winter route but conditions translate well for spring & summer ascents.
Approach from either the South or North Cols and traverse under the West Face to the west shoulder which makes a 
beautiful high camp. If approaching directly from the north, without planning a camp, it isn’t necessary to gain the 
shoulder to access the route. Either hike up the narrow treed rib above the west shoulder to find a short, exposed, 
but perfect ledge that leads left (north) into the base of the couloir. Or alternatively from the huge cirque and 
slide paths below the Main Summit west walls hike up snow or talus/moraine directly into the base of the couloir.
Climb the couloir direct, principally on moderate angle (35-40˚) snow for 275m. Toward the top the gully narrows 
and steepens for the final 60m to about 45-50˚. The top out is incredibly benign landing at the prominent high 
col between the Corporal gendarme to the south and the Utopian Fin to the north.
To reach the Main Summit scramble up to the left (north) of the gully exit onto the Utopian Fin and follow the 
Summit Traverse details along the fin, down the slab, around the pinnacle and up to the peak.
FA: Hunter Lee, Josh Overdijck, Philip Stone 30 December, 2014
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West Face
The West Face of Mt Colonel Foster is wholly overshadowed by the more accessible and impressive East Face. It is 
about half the height of the East Face, roughly 400-500m and benefits from warmer sun exposure, clearing the 
snow off earlier in the season than the shadier east side, this is also while the approach up to the South Col from 
Landslide Lake is still full of snow and at its easiest. There is a beautiful basecamp location on the forested west 
shoulder and there are several descent options back down the same face allowing several variations to be climbed 
incorporating different sections of the summit ridge. As the major lines on the East Face get climbed those seeking 
new route terrain would do well to give this hitherto overlooked feature a good look.   

WR Walsh’s Return   *  AD   4th class AI1 (lll)   450m
This important gully splits the West Face to a deep col between the Northwest and Northeast peaks. To date its use 
has been as a descent route which depending on snow cover may be a simple downclimb or require just one or 
two rappels. As the West Face becomes more visited its role as a climbing route may become more important as 
it offers a variety of circuit options on or off the summit ridge, including the central Northeast and Main summits.

SU  Shunt’s Utopia   *  AD   4th class to 5.8 (lll)  450m
Takes a line up a prominent pyramid-shaped buttress in the centre of the West Face onto the summit ridge at the 
narrow fin between the Upper Glacier and the Main Summit - the ‘Utopian Fin’. Approach by traversing under the 
West Face from either the south or north cols. Start up the easier and shorter right side of a triangular face to the 
buttress crest just at the entrance to the Great West Couloir. Easy climbing leads to a fine, steep dihedral of white 
rock (5.8). Mostly easier climbing above, with a little loose rock. The route gains the summit ridge along the sharp 
Utopian Fin, from the far (east) end of the fin head left (north) down the slab and continue the Summit Traverse to 
the Main Summit. Descend via Great West Couloir or the Summit Traverse in either direction.  (IB 1990-Fall p.26)
FA: Sandy Briggs, Ignaz Fluri 5 July 1991
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South Col

Mt. Colonel Foster from ridge above Landslide Lake, Jamuary                        photo: Geoff Peake

Winter Routes
The winter climbing on Mt. Colonel Foster is some of the finest in Canada. Frequent freeze-thaw weather cycles 
create some of the finest alpine neve in the world. During periods of ‘outflow’, high pressure brings clear skies and 
cold winds from the Interior. This is when deep winter arrives on the Island and climbing conditions are at their 
best. Descents off the Colonel in winter are serious and should be planned out (at least in theory) in advance. The 
Great West Couloir and the Walsh’s Return gully, both down the west face are options to consider.

GC  Grand Central Couloir  ***  ED1   AI 5 (Vl)  1000m
Ascends the major couloir left of the Direttissima and the Culbert Route. Begin right of the start to the Culbert Route 
on moderate angled snow and ice. Climb into the back of the huge couloir crossing the Culbert Route below the 
prominent round snowpatch at 330m, (possible bivouac on top of snowpatch). Continue direct up the steepening 
gully to cracks and ice bulge. Make a difficult traverse right on open slabs out of the gully. Climb trending right 
on open terrain to a second possible bivouac. Continue up meeting the top of the ‘SuperCouloir’ and on to the 
summit. Important to note that the top of the route can be sun-exposed in early morning, even at the winter 
solstice, depending on snow conditions and temperatures timing maybe more or less critical. Reference: Towards 
the Unknown Mountains p.83
FWA: Rob Wood, Doug Scott, Greg Child, January 1985

D  Direttissima   ***  ED1   AI 4 (Vl)  1000m
An outstanding climb and the first winter route established on the mountain. The first ascent took two bivouacs and 
became an epic ascent when Ross Nichol lost a crampon en route. The climb follows the plumb line couloir between 
the Main and Northeast Summits. Start direct on 60-70˚ neve for 400ft. The first crux is 600ft of 80˚ ice leading 
to easier angled climbing. A second 500ft crux of steep water ice follows. The angle eases near the top to 60˚ but 
the climbing may be precarious on unconsolidated snow. Trend out right onto the face to finish. ( CAJ 1979 p.37)
FWA: Joe Bajan, Ross Nichol, 28-31 January 1978

IG  In The Groove   **  TD   AI 3 (lV)  900m
Climbs the gully between the Northeast Peak and the Northwest Peak. Climb moderate angle snow until it steepens 
and narrows between Double Shot and the Northwest buttress.  Continue curving up in the back of the couloir with 
several short steeper steps under a chockstone and onto the top, after pulling over a boulder that caps the gully.  
(Great bivy-site here, looking down the west side of the mountain).  (CAJ 2014 p.82)
FWA: Patrick Parker, Ryan Van Horne 28 February 2014

IGD
GC

SW Southwest Couloir   * D-   5.8 S (lll)  350m
“...a magnificent direct approach to the [Southwest] summit”... Originally approached from Butterwort Creek in a 
spirited attempt to make the first ascent of the mountain. Unfortunately for Ricker & the Neave brothers’ aspirations, 
at the time, the Southwest summit was mistakenly believed to be the highest point of the mountain so in their 
endeavour to claim the first ascent they were unsuccessful, but made a bold climb nevertheless.
The Couloir was originally approached via Butterwort Creek but now is best approached from the South Col via a 
traverse under the southwest face. The route takes an imposingly steep gully and chimney system splitting the 
southwest face to the exposed notch between the Southeast and Southwest summits. Start up steep snow and/or 
scree in the base of the gully. Follow the Couloir as it narrows to a chimney. Tackle the chimney to a large chockstone. 
Finish up chimneys to the summit ridge crest. A spur gully to the left leads more easily to the Southwest summit 
than climbing directly to the perched blocks in the exposed high col between the two south peaks.
Continue north along the Summit Traverse to the Main Summit or south to the Southeast Summit and 
descend the South Gullies for the fastest retreat. The first ascentionists rappelled the route. CAJ 1958 p.41
FA: Ferris & Hugh Neave, Karl Ricker 31 July, 1957 
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Joe Bajan after completing the first winter ascent via the Direttissima.              photo: Ross Nichol

GW Great West Couloir   **  AD+   AI1 class 4 (lll)   325m
The shortest approach is via the South Col and from there traverse under the West Face to the west shoulder which 
makes a beautiful high camp. Either hike up the narrow treed rib above the west shoulder to find a short, exposed, 
but perfect ledge that leads left (north) into the base of the couloir. Or alternatively drop into the huge northwest 
cirque and hike up the snow avalanche cone directly into the base of the couloir.
Climb the couloir direct, on moderate angle (35-40˚) snow for 275m. Toward the top the gully narrows and steepens 
for the final 60m to about 45-50˚. The top out is incredibly benign landing at the prominent high col between the 
Corporal gendarme to the south and the Utopian Fin to the north.
FWA: Hunter Lee, Josh Overdijck, Philip Stone 30 December, 2014

LF Landslide Falls   * WI 2-3      175m (3 or 4p.)
A fun, easy route in a fantastic setting. Climbs the main waterfall on the landslide scar on the north shore of 
Landslide Lake. Conditions may vary with snow depth. Climb two pitches up the gully feature, to the left of main 
water flow-line with short difficulties. At an obvious fork head left Climb a short, steep step up the left gully to a 
tree belay. Last pitch takes a steep, right-facing corner. Descend by rappelling line of trees to climbers left of route.
FWA: Michael Loch, Philip Stone 17 January, 2013

West Face of Mt Colonel Foster seen from the camp on the West Shoulder, December.
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The landslide scar above Landslide Lake, December.
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